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! ClarenCon street, in Boston. The
! girl then suggested that he say
; something to her, and Roy replied
by saying, ‘Hello Kay! I suppose my
voice sounds strange to you. I have
Mrs. Lillian Gay Joyce Believes It Was Her Son not seen you for some time. Darl
ing, just wait until I get home.’
Roy Who Was Talking
Then followed a remark about his
diction not being too good Roy
v
Mrs. Lillian Gay Joyce of Willow who entered service in July, 1042, furthermore stated that his plane
I
exploded ever Germany, March 6.
etreet, has received within the past and who has not been at home since and was thrown clear of his ship
I
few days, many letters written from I then.
and parachuted to safety.”
Mrs Joyce permits quotations
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
From another letter: "Was asked
York, North Carolina, Pennsylva from a letter written Mafch 23. if it was caused by flak or by Ger
nia and other States in the East, by Otto R. Sncw of 386 Main street, man fighter plane, and in answer to
telling of hearing a transcribed Haverhill, Mass Mr. Snow wrote, in the question that it happened so
broadcast from a Prisoner of War part :“As might be imagined he ad suddenly he was unable to tell what
Camp in Germany, during which dressed his remarks to Mother. He had happened. Then the announcer
her son, Tech. Sgt Roy E. Joyce, started by saying, “Hello Mother, told him his voice sounded so clear
spoke to his motlier and to his girl 1 this is Roy. I am safe and well, and plain that he should be a radio
' friend, “Kay,” (Miss Katherine i and a prisoner of war in Germany. announcer, to which he replied, ‘Not
Rice, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Please write and Jtell Kay every- me. I’ll stick to flying.’ ”
Keryn ap Rice of Rockland,) who is i thing is all right.’ ”
Mrs. Jojice, who heard the tran“A female announcer, who ap- i scription Saturday night, said, “His
is at 274 Clarnedon street B06ton.
j|
A re-broadcast of tiie transcribed 1 peared with him on the broadcast, hearty laugh and his voice sounded
record, was heard Saturday night I asked him who Kay might be. Roy sc* strong and confident and that a
by Mrs. Joyce. and she Ls satis-fled replied thjit she was his girl friend few phrases like, ’but definitely,’
that it was the voice of her son, : (Katherine Rice) and lived at 270 and ‘that will be fine,’ were typical
I of him.” He was kidded about his
j Irish name and the fact that it was
March 17 when they were making
the transcription in a prison camp
believed to be in a part of Germany
not very far from Berlin.
Mrs. Joyce said that a woman,
who heard the broadcast Dec. 22,
teleephoned her from Bangor. A
telegram was received in Rockland
March 23 at 5.41 a. m., and another
one came in from the Provost Mar
shal General at 8 55 p. m , the same
day, both having to do with the
broadcast picked up. A telegram
was received March 26 at 5.35 p.
m., reading, “The Secretary of War
desires me to express his deep re
gret that your son, Technical Ser
» Benefit Kiwanis Charity Fund
geant Roy E Joyce has been re
ported missing in action since
six March over Holland. Letter fol
lows”.

REBROADCAST FROM GERMANY

BENEFIT

EASTER MONDAY

BALL

MONO AY, APRIL 10
COMMUNITY BLDG.
Music by an
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Mrs. Joyce Ls very glad that she
heard the transcription supposed to
have been made March 17, previous

PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

tc receiving the last of the three
telegrams.

Admission 50c plus tax

24-26-28

Among the communications re
ceived since March 22, was a postal
card from E. E. Alderman of Dayton, Ohio, which gave a portion of
the more ccmplete messag ereceived
in IMr. Snow’s letter. Mr Alder-
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 28, 1944

Sixty-Two Names

Gazett
FOUR CENTS A COPY

“WE SIMPLY WENT WILD”

The names of Owl’s Head m^n
and women in the service have been
engraved on a framed Honor Roll
by Edwin L. Brown cf Rockland.
This honor roll, presented to the
tewn by the Owl’s Head Grange,
will be displayed on the wall of the
Town House.
The list, totaling at present, 62, is:
Maynard Ames, Bircn Bray, May
nard Bray, Fred F Burpee, Harold
Bray, William Buckminster, Andrew
Coffey, Silas Curtis. Jr., Harvey C.
Cline. Lawrence R Cole, Robert
Coffey, Samuel Curtis. Dorothy
Cassidy, Francis Dyer, George Dyer,
James Farrel, William Foster, Neal
Farrell, Jr., Foster E. Farrell. Arthur
Gilman, Maurice Gilman, John B.
Guptill, Jr., Walter E. Guptill,
Robert Guptill, Vesper Haskell,
Martin J. Hill, Malcolm Ingraham,
Carl M. ILvonen, Thomas Lawson,
Donald Lewis, Otis Lewis, Robert A.
Learned, Gerald Perry Marg^son,
Earl Montgomery, Herbert Mont
gomery, M Elmer Montgomery,
William Mack, Daniel Noonan,
William Nuppula, Alvin Perry.
Eleanor Payson, Alton D Regers,
Peter K. Reed, Jr., George Ross,
Carl Reed, ^r„ Sulo Salo. Roland
Smith, Charles St. Clair. Robert St.
Clair,
George
Sleeper, Elmer
Small, Murdock Smith, Warner St.
Clair, Hannes Salo, Harold Tabbut,
Marc A. White. Victor J. .White
Charles Willis, Jr., Osmond Wood
man, John C. Wiley, George E.
Walmsley and Sherwood Lee Wotton

in your head and
tell us the ones!

in your hat
Wow, but that poor brain of
yours has taken it on the chin
while you've been ironing out
your income tax.
Now treat it to a vacation
where the only figure that counts
is the figure you see in the
mirror.
Try on these Easter Hats and
watch your gray matter spring
out of the dumps and up onto
the band wagon.

SPRING HATS
$5.00, $6.00, $7.50
EASTER NECKWEAR
' WAR NEEDS THE WIRES MORE AND MORE EVERY MK. . . So please

use Long Distance only if it is really necessary.

When

you must call over war-busy circuits, the operator will
say—"Please limit your call to 5 minutes."

EASTER HOSIERY

ness and lasting wear.

FREE ESTIMATES
TIME PAYMENTS

DANCE

The Black iCat Columnist of The
Courier-Gazette wants to know
when we are coming dewn to Rockland to take up with his offer of a
free shore dinner. It appeals to
us, but somehow we don't get
around over the State as much as
we used to 20 years or so ago, when
we were feeding at the public
trough. We haven’t ibeen over to
Rockland for quite some time, but
hope to make it again before we
pass on. Lobsters are good in all
times of the year, but we like our
delicacies in season. Right now we
have our mouth puckered up for
some new maple syrup and fried
hasty pudding. Then come the lake
salmon ,the smelts and other things
like that, to be followed by straw
berries and cream, which we never
cared for out of season, green peas,
cucumbers and green com, not to
mention a lot of other things.
Thanks for reminding us, however.
And speaking of salmon and trout,
we wouldn’t want him to think
that we were hinting or anything,
but if Wescott Mains of Casco, the
dean of Sebago Lake fishermen,
should drop in a little later in the
season with one of his nice salmon
we wouldn’t have the heart to re
fuse it.—-Bridgton News.
I used to think that Ed. Pointer
of the Boston Globe was “tops”
when it came to discussing table
delicacies, and throwing out hints
for obtaining same, but off comes
my hat (diplomacy requires that I
still wear one—to Editor Shorey).

i but the lad never dared tell hls
mother what made him deathly
j
sick

Two men from a neighboring
town walked briskly up Main
street yesterday afternoon, and back
went my memory to the days when
George was pitching for the War
ren baseball team and Bob was um
piring, and I was playing on the
Rockland team. Never any more
glorious day than those—never
have I had two better friends than
George and Robert Walker.

Lewiston remained coldly unlnterestd when the Democratic State
Convention met in its city hall last
week “At no time”, avers the Lew
iston Journal, "were there more
than a dozen persons in the gal
leries
Perhaps they were ail
afraid they would be told what Rod
Feyler says he was told”
When Freeman Roberts, former
Vinalhaven toastmaster, hears any
body telling about mislaying things
he thinks of the 150 stamped enve
lopes he bought to go with printed
letter paper as a Christmas present
for hls wife. He hid the envelopes
very carefully so that any prying
eye might not discover them, and
when Christmas came he was dis
mayed to learn that he had forgot
ten the hiding place. Not until last
week did they come to light.

Eating breakfast in Vinalhaven
the other morning John M. Rich
ardson of The Courier-Gazette
staff heard a steamboat whistle
which brought him right out of hls
chair. With the last course com
pleted he went in1 quest of the
whistle’s abiding place and found It
in operation on the Barter canning
factory. Sure enough it was the
old Castine's whistle. Leave lt to
the author of “Steamboat Lore of
the Penobscot” to remember it.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If

I

had

my

life

to

live

again 1

would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
TRANQUILITY

The Rockland youth, not yet in
his teens, who smoked a c'gar, and
wondered how lie would k°ep his
mother from smelling it, was ad
vised to eat an onion and drink a
glass of milk. The scheme worked

The world is wide
Tn time and tide.
And God ls guide.
Then do not hurry.
That man ls blest
Who does hls best.
And leaves the rest,

Then do not worry.

Charles Deems

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT
FOR PAY!
RANGE, FURNACE, GAS AND OIL BURNER

Monday Night

Must Be Able To Drive a Truck

The Atlantic Clarion Stove Co. is a rapidly growing

Special This Week!

OCEAN VIEW

OFF ON ALL
30
WALL PAPERS
Visit the Trinidad Store

BALLROOM

Trinidad

ORCHESTRA

Warehouse Store

ADMISSION 50c
SERVICE MEN 35c
Tax Included

466 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

concern . We offer steady employment and—you
tell us what you want for pay.

Come in and see us, write for details or

Phone Bangor 2-3141; evenings, Bangor 2-0138*

HARVEY’S

THE ATLANTIC CLARION STOVE CO.

213 EXCHANGE STREET,

BANGOR, ME.
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WANTED

GRASS FIRES -

CLAMS

The following ordinance was recently passed by

HANDKERCHIEFS
for men and women

FOR CANNING

GREGORY’S

FEYLER’S

Top-To-Toe Outfitters

BOCKLAND COAL CO. WHABF

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

(By The Roving Reporter)

We need an All-around Service Man for

EASTER

TEL. 294

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

The Black Cat

Home From Germany

(Deferred from last Edition)
sorea. When word was given us we
“It’s just beginning to sink in 1 were to be exchanged we simply
that I am back heme again.” says went wild. Quite a contrast to when
j we were taken in Jan. 1943. when
Chief Radic-man Sherwood G Side ! women of the group wept, and all
linger, USN. 31. repatriate just faces were extremely long.”
home from Ba^rr-Bcden Germany,
“The hardest part of the trip
where he had ibeen interned for 13
, home was that on the train from
months at the Benners Park Hotel Germany to Lisbon, the cars un
\vith the dipliTmatir? V°VP- in* heated, and a heavy snowstorm in
eluding S Pinckney Tuck, Charge progress in that area. Our baggage
d’affaires in Vichy seized by the the diplomatic group—was not
Germans Jan. 15. 1943 in Iourdes, searched at any tiem except at the
after they had left Vichy, Nov. 11
American customs. “We were fed
1942
well cn the train and had plenty to
To say the Navy man looks well eat in Lisbon where food is not ra
ar.d has taken it all in his stride, tioned Of course gasoline is, and
is pirttig nit mildly. He looks “in residents drive their cars only ot)
the pink” has gained 10 pounds in Wednesdays and Saturdays.”
weight the past 13 months, and at
“Did the timeof your Internment
this point he put in a quick word
seem long?”
of praise for the work of the Red
“Now that it is over, it does not,”
Cross. “The Red Cross sent each of
he
answered
us a box of food every two weeks,
What was life in Baden-Baden
which supplemented the diet at the
hotel, especially in the re-inforce- like to him as interne, and how
ment of milk, of which we had little about the food?
“The 147 of the group stayed in
and of poor quality. Red Cross food
packages contain among other food hotel rooms They were not crowded
stuffs, powdered milk.” he ex and families quartered by them
selves. They did not have to do a
plained.
Chief Radioman Sidelinger re lick of work, and were allowed
joined his parents, Mr and Mrs. quite a bit of liberty, always accom
Arthur Sidelinger, in Warren. Tues panied by a mixture of storm troop
day afternoon, slightly less than a ers, Gestapo, and Special police in
week from the time the exchange ‘civvies,’ as guard.
They were permitted to go into
ship, Gripsholm, had docked at
Jersey City, N. J In the meantime town for treatment at the doctor’s
he had been in Washington, DC. or dentist, or for some errand as
shopping. Women of the party were
man said that he had relayed more for assignment.
This is the first time in three permitted once each week to visit
than 5 000 Prisoner of War messages
years that he has set Toot on real barber. The barber also came
in two years.
American soil, having sailed Feb the baflber The barbe ralso came
15, 1941. for Vichy, at the time to the hotel.
FARM RADIO
dAmiral’william D. Leahy was Am
Every Friday morning the whole
BATTERIES
bassador
to
that
country.
The
last
group,
that is those who wished,
1 L. Volt A. 90 Volt B Packs
time
he
had
really
Ibeen
home
with
could
attend
the movie in town,
$6.25 at our store
$6.50 prepaid anywhere in Me.
parents
was
the
proceeding showing only for the internees at
House-Sherman, Inc. ' Christmas of 1£>W. What a family at that time. Shown were German
reunion occurred Tuesday night at entertainment films, which includ
ROCKLAND. ME. 25-tf
the Sidelinger home, after the ed a feature, and a short subject,
suspense and anxiety of the past usually a travelogue of some par;
of Germany.
year!
WANTED
They were allowed to listen to
“The uncertainty of the time we
3 OLD ANNUAL REPORTS
German
news broadcasts which
would be exchanged was the worst
OF THE
part of our internment,” he contin were in both German and English,
CITY OF ROCKLAND
ued. “No one knew what Was going and to radio concerts. They heard
Year Ending March, 1859
on.
for the only news that we got only German controlled broadcast
Year Ending March, 1861
from
the outside was by the way of stations.
Year Ending March, 1865
or
Another privilege were the walks
letters from our relatives in the
Volume 1 of Bound Volume Set
States, which were of course cen- taken both morning and afternoon
Containing Above Reports
each day, the walking group limited
Quote Price to—
to 30 persons, always accompanied
EDWARD C. MORAN. JR.
by
an inspector or two. Toward the
425 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
last
of their confinemennt, they
TEL. 98
*/z
were allowed to take two days each
week, all day walks about the
OTiCIOOTI
Black Forest.
This forest is
mostly of fir, government controlled,
494
with highways, and paths all
through it. “On cloudy days, it
appears such a very dark greet,
HOMEOWNERS
that it gets the name “Black For
est.” he continued. ‘Tt is kept very
clean and picked up. The parties
Look at your floors!
on these walks either had their
Why keep replacing that
lunches put up at the hotel, which
(Continued on Page six)
linoleum? Trinityle inlaid

Forget the figures

ever five minutes on Long Distance.**

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 25.

Informed Th|t Group Would Be Sent

five years, and give many
years of beauty, cleanli

”1 guest she’s afraid she’ll ran

ISSUE

Appear On Owl’s Head Honor
Roll—Engraved By
Said Repatriate Sidelinger Of Warren, When
E. L. Brown

floor will pay for itself in

5*

TUESDAY

TELEPHONE 119,

the City Council:
“No person shall set fire to any grass, hay, brush, shrub
bery or underbrush in any open field, pasture, yard or
other place in the City of Rockland without obtaining
therefor a permit from the Chief of the Fire Depart
ment. Whoever violates the provisions of this ordi
nance shall be punished by a fine not exceeding One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for each offense.”

This ordinance will be strictly enforced.

ROCKLAND, ME.

VAN E. RUSSELL, Chief
Rockland Fire Department.
24-25
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK
•
jdditor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Blessed are the peacemakers: for
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
they shall be called the children of
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
God.—‘Matt. 5:9.
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Book Review
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
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K. S. F.)

The exploits of King Whosis.
Author, Edmund G. Creeth. The
Christopher Publishing House, Bos
ton.
Here is a rip-roaring, rollicking
tale of a jolly old King whose pen
chant for feasting and the flowing
bowl is often interfered with by his
doctor,, valet, and the remands oi
conservative government. His irrespressible spirit of adventure is al
ways leading him into the most
difficult and ludicrous positions.
Born of an aristacratic family,
Dr. Creeth was a guest in many
a famous home.* This entre gave
him the characters for the assembly
of the King Whcsis stories, which
he assures practically themselves.
You’ll enjoy these exploits of the
jolly old, rollicking King.
Kathleen S. Fuller

[EDITORIAL]
The election of 85 district delegates in
IMPORTANT New York State, and the special election
in Oklahoma's Second Congressional Dis
POLITICAL
trict wi.l furnish plenty of interest today
WEEK
for those who are closely following the
trend of national political affairs. Ordinarily a special Con
gressional election out in Oklahoma wc-uld have but litte
interest for we Easterners, but it will be tlie eleventh cf its
kind since tlie Congressional elections of two years ago. and
the Republicans having wen eight of them have all but wiped
out the small Democratic margin which has existed in the
House the past two years. Today's election will be for the
choice of a successor to a Democ: at who resigned, and that
party, foreseeing possible defeat, has brought Senate Leader
Barkley into the campaign to help save the day. Victory for
the Republicans is not unexpected, and would be regarded as
another stepping stone toward carrying the House, winch,
the Republicans feel, they will be able to do in the November
electicns.
In the New York district elections today the Republicans
will choose 85 delegates to the National Convention, supple
menting that list later by the selection of eight delegates at
large. Willkie Ls said to concede* 99 percent cf the Empire
State delegation to Dewey. Tlie Republicans this week wiill
also elect 19 delegates in Kansas and 23 in Iowa, all of whom
will probably be uninstructed, together with seven additional
delegates in Minnesota who will probably be for Stassen. Next
month the Republicans will elect 420 delegates, and tlie actual
counting of noses will begin.

The Misadventures of Sherlock
Holmes. Edited by Ellery Queen.
Published by Little, Brown Co.,
Bcston.
These 33 chronicles form the
fourth Ellery Queen anthology, in
this volume are to be found tales
Readers of The Courier-Gazette will be
about Sherlock Holmes, written by
CAN’T
pleased to learn that cur former citizen.
Mark Twain, O. Henry, Bret Harte,
SHOULDER Thomas P. Hayden, has a new position with
Agatha Christie, Stephen Leacock,
GUN, Bl’T— the War Production Board which is closely
Carolyn Wells, Vincent Starrett,
related to the war effort. He says: “I feel
William O. Fuller and many ethers.
that
I
am
doing
my
bit, although I can't shoulder a gun, fly a
There is parody, travesty satire and
plane
or
sail
a
ship
towards gaining a peace, which we all
burlesque, with five exact imitations
hope will be lasting.” Rcckland har reason to be proud of
of the real “Doyle” stories. The one
many of her boys who. like “Tom” have been educated in our
of these interesting local readers
schools and trained by our local business men.
most, in all probability, is “The
Mary Queen of Scots Jewel” by
Consistent victories by the Red Army
William O. Fuller. Also known as
STILL HAVE of Russia might give the uninitiated a no
“A Night with Sherlock Holmes"
A LONG WAY tion that the Soviets are. overrunning
printed privately with 200 copies in
Europe, especially those who are impressed
TO GO
1929 for his personal friends.
by
the almost daily recapture of hundreds
The publication of this anthology
of
“
towns.
”
Russian
victories have been marvelous, it is
marks the first time the great pa
true,
but
the
fact
remains,
according to a London despatch,
rodies and pastiches of that “ex
that 'Soviet troops still have 200.C30 square miles of soil to
traordinary man” as Mark Twain
reconquer. And at the rate they’re going .the yare pretty apt
affectionately called him, have been
to
do it.
collected in a single volume. One
wili find in the reading, the name
“The wise motorist will be prepared for
Sherlock Holmes is peculiarly sus
I
CAUTIONS
all
kinds
of weather.” says Lieut. George
ceptible to the twistings and misFOR THE
I. Shaw, director of the Division of Traffic
shapenings of burlesque-minded
MOTORIST
and Safety of the Maine State Police. He
authors.
offer
five suggestions which should aid the
Ellery Queen in his introduction
motorist
if
carefully
followed.
They are:
gives a most ccmplete and inspired
You cannct see as far in rainy weather. Pedestrians
resume of stories written about and
seem to be more easily obscured and traffic in general is slowed
around Conon Doyle’s offspring. To
down. Drive slow in order to keep pace.
If there is a cloud-burst or a heavy downpour of rain, it
my personal knowledge, this fact of
may be wise to turn cn the dim lights on your car. Lights
so many writers playing with Doyle’s
will' certainly help if it is foggy.
child displeased him exceedingly.
Slight depressions in the roadway gather water. These
Had he lived to read this anthology,
puddles especially larger cnes. offer great resistance to the
forward motion of your car and if ycu happen toifce traveling
he would have ben much changed
at
a rattier rapid rate, you may be thrown into a skid.
in his point if view, I feel sure.
Keep a watchful eye on slippery pavements, soft shoulders,
Ellery Queen has scored again in
loose gravel and pavement holes. Be particularly cautious
this brilliantly compiled edition and
where road maintenance crews are at work repairing or im
proving road conditions.
the devotees of all high class ad
Every rural road has its school children walking to and
venture stories will experience new
from the schoolhouse early in the morning and abcut mid
pulsations of joy in this anthology
afternoon. In the cities, children will be found, not only walk
giving permanence to one author at
ing to and from school, but spending mere time out of doors
playing. In rainy weather pedestrians are more difficult to
least a broader scope in advent
see so watch for those who' walk.
ure for his pen and asknowledgement of his ability.
tainly would be turned down coldly
Kathleen S. Fuller
'ey Government and State wildlife
conservation authorities.
*
ft ft ft ft
Defends The Gulls
The lobster was grown and
Mew# items from all of the Pa
thrived in our coastal waters for
tron. of Husbandry tre welcomed
here.
“Reynard” Doesn’t Agree centuries and if seagulls have an
appetite for the tasty little fellows
That They Should Be Ex
it is not a new habit, you can bet
Fifty Grange members, including
terminated To Save
The “medriek” and “shag" are also five visitors, were present Thursday
fond of baby lobsters and the for to paitake of the harvest feast at
the Lobster
mer scoops millions of them from Good Wiil Grange hall in South
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
the surface during the floating
Killing off Maine's seagulls to stage, and the latter dives to great* Warren, at which time the third and
protect the lobster industry at this depths to pull the little “shorts” fourth degrees were conferred on
late day would hardly be an idea from their 'hiding places among four candidates. Inez Mathews had
that would meet the approval cf a the reeks, and' swallows them charge of the program. Cora Rob
large number of readers of The shells and all.
inson wiil supervise arrangements
Courier-Gazette among oUr sea
Any number cf our salt water fcr March 30.
• • • »
coast towns and cities. And cer- fish will eat small lobsters, the cod
Kncx
Pomcna
Grange meets
and haddock, pollock and striped
April
1
in
Hope.
The program:
bass, all fish that will eat crabs
SASH AND GLASS wouldn't pass up a small lobster Address cf Welcome. Everett
either, and the writer has caught Hcbbs; Resopnse, Walter Ayer;
SHOP
sculpin off Ash Island which con leading, Estella Hannon; song,
Replying to many requests, I
tained several baby lobsters. Dog- Estelle Beverage. Ruth Richardhave e tablished a complete and
fish will bite anything that moves
sk;t- “Clothes Make the
up-to-date—
in
the
waters.
Man.
”
Wilfred Hobbs. Philip WentSASH AND GLASS SHOP
If we start exterminating one T>2rtil’ Audrey Grassow; song,
Capable of handling all sash and
glazing work. Shop is at—
specie to protect another the world Alma Beverage; speaker. Carl
over our assistance to nature1 ir. Smith, Ccmmissicner of Agricul25 FRANKLIN STREET
common
and the fishermen ia turel fong. Madelyn Hatch, LorRALPH L. RICHARDS
particular
would not make a happy r;ine Ha.ch, Viola Burnell, closing
TEL. 952,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ending. An example cf similar thcu*ht- ^rence Calderwood.
24-26
practices is in full progress among
humans across the waters for which RATIONED MOTORISTS
NOW GET EXTRA
we must ail pay dearly.
GASOLINE MILEAGE
Let us keep peace with the sea
All over the country, thousands
gull. He's been eating lobsters ibr
cf
rationed car owners, truck fleets,
centuries before humans knew they
taxi
cabs, motorcycles and tractor
were fit ta eat.
“Reynard”
owners report gasoline savings up
Save the interior of your
to 30%. These people have been
enjoying extra gasoline mileage by
car
installing a Vacu-matic to their
carburetor. This new device is en
We have a complete stock
tirely automatic. Nothing to regu
late
or adjust and can be installed
of Seat Covers to fit any
in 10 minutes. The Vacu matic Co.
• car
7617-975-D State St., Wauwatosa
88T96
13) Wisconsin, are offering a
Vacu-matic free to anybody who
w ill install it on their car and help
introduce it to others. Write them
today or just send your name and
address cn a penny post card.

GRANGE CORNER

to handle article 43, “To see if the
town will vote to establish a Town
Manager form cf government as
(e'ection. general office, audit and provided by Chapter 130 of the pub
THOMASTON
contingent, $1,500; surety bonds for lic laws of 1939 "
Annual Town Meeting Short and town officers, $150; police protecIt was voted to add the follow
Snappy
Session—Robert
Ili tion .including salary of regular ing to the by-laws: “No person
Mayo Elected Selectman
night
officer.
$1,000;
lighting having the care of sheep, swine,
streets, $1,618.08; hydrant rental, horses, cows cr other animals, shall
Richard O. Elliot was elected $2 900; maintenance of fire depart! permit or suffer the same to go at
dS
moderator of Thomaston's town ; ment, including alarm
system, iarge On any highway, street, lane,
meeting last night. Matters were storage, supplies and equipment, alley, common, square, or other
handled expeditiously and the ses end running expenses, $1,833; sup- public place witnin the town, under
sion was over a few minutes before port of volunteer fire companies.! a penalty of not exceeding ten dol$750; civilian defense, $250; repair ; ,ars for each offense.”
9 o'clock.
rand maintenance cf town and
____________
Officers elected were: Robert K. bridges, $3,COO, with $209 desig
MATINICUS
Mayo selectman for three years; nated fcr Dexter street; bituminous
Town meeting was held March
t
! Bowdoin L. Grafton assessor lor surface to town ways, $1,802'; pur
three years; George Gilchrest, as- chase of concrete mixer, to be taken 21, with Horace Young as modera
vision cf the Army Air Transport sessor for one year, to take the
from general highway maintenance tor. The following officers w: e
Command and Ls stationed at the
place of J. Warren Everett, who is if selectmen deem necessary; Win- , elected: R. E. Philbrook, clerk; I
Army Air Base, Palm Springs, Cal.
fn the service; Louis A. Hanley,
• » * •
ter and Spring roads, including i L Young, Charles W. Durang and
overseer of the poor for three years;
breaking
cut roads, $2,CO9; 5C0 feet ! Fred Y. Ames, assessors; Orren
Pfc. William E. Brann of the
Percy' C. Williams, member cf
cf snow fence, $1CC; trimming trees, Ames, tax collector; Charles W.
867th M.P.B., Barksdale Field. La.,
school committee for three years;
has spent a 15-day furlough at the
$509; cutting bushes along State I Durang was elected to serve three
Enoch M. Clark, town clerk ter one
heme of John L. Kinney, 212 Main
and State aid highways, $350; pa years and Esther Ames two years
year and Frances A Shaw, treasurer
St., Rockland.
trol of State and third class reads ‘ cn the school committee. Truant
for one year.
! $86 and $542.40 for State aid high Officer Hanson O Ring; constable.
Subordinate officers will be ap
Camp Lee, Va.—Upon comple
way r repairs and construction of Orren Ames.
pointed
by tire selectmen.
tion of highly technical instruction
sidewalks, $500; removal of snow
It was voted to raise $800 for
Appropriations made were: Sal
in the procedures of Army Postal
from sidewalks, $750; schools, $20.- I support of school; text-bocks and
operations at The Quartermaster aries cf town officers. $3.76904; i 442; repairs school buildings, $500;
School here. Pvt. Roland O Rack commissions and fees of tax collec , manual training course, $1,607; ! supplies. $25; repairs on schoolliff. husband of Mrs. Helen C. tor and other town officers, $l,lt0; Thomaston Nurse Association, $1- house $1; Plantation charges $225;
Racklff, 35 Lawrence St., Rcckland, town expense, including printing. I 4: 0 ; support and relief • of poor, tuition for Glennis Ames. $75; suI perintendent of schdcl, $100. Votwiil be qualified to serve as an
$5,002; aid to dependent children, : cd to appropriate $29 to continue
Army Postal cleik wherever the service in Iceland, has arrived in , $209; public library, $720; town cem.lie Cemetery Improvement and C.
Army fights. Under the guidance England.
i i.tery, $600; repairs and mainten I’ Young, Horace Young and Fri '1
cf the Adjutant General’s Section,
Word.has come of an acrid, nt •.'> ance of Watts Block, $500; care of I p;-j;brotk were elected a commit
commanded by Colonel Joseph
i mall, $60; Williams-Brazier Post, tee
Riley, students of the Postal School Lieut. Leon R. White cf Ro kland. ! American Legion, for Memorial Day
are undergoing six weeks of spe- He was cut on maneuvers ne .r
exercises, $50; principal ot bonded
QUIET HOUR SERVICE
calized training and study. Previ Fort McClellan, Ala., when his
. indebtedness,
$2 020;
interest
tent,
equipment
and
clothin
;
w.
:
■
“Tlie Divine Dew ire” Ls the stibous to assignment here to the
chai es and coupons on bonded in- ! jec tDr. John Smith Lowe nas
technical school, the select Army destroyed early the morning cl
! debtedne. , $373 75.
taken for the Quiet Hour service to
postal students received rigorous March 23 in a fire, in which h sui
fered
first,
second
and
third
triA ommittee cn post war planning be held Thursday evening at 7 39
combat and’ basic training at the
Quartermaster Replacement Train gree burns, which stll confine him jas provided in article 17, was elect- I at the Universalist vestry Much
to the post hospital.
'< r, consisting of Rodney E. Jordan, 'has been accomplished through this
ing Center.
•
•
*
j
Robert K. Mayo, Danold P. Whit- Lenten period for'help in deep and
• * * •
/
Pfc. Raymond Ycung, 836 AAA, !
Walter
Irving McConchie who is with WN1P3 Bn, Battery C, Camp Ed
; spiritual uplift to these who have
the Air Force, Miami Beach, Fla., wards, has The Courier-Gazette’s ”i Elliot, Edwin Lynch, Edward Dor- braved the stormy and difficult
spent last week with his mother, thanks tor a copy cf the Camp na::. William T. Smith, William walking to attend. All have felt
Brook , Jr., James Felt, Earl Hyler, deeply repaid and inspired. ’ This
Mrs. Florence McConchie.
News published there.
• • • •
Albert B. Elliot. Wi bur Morse, Al meeting closes the series of a wor
♦ * * •Clifford W. Oliver, S2c, U.S.N.R.,
K .Wiliam Nuppulai, SFlc.. is fred M. Strout and Edwin M. An shipful religious ccm.munion with
stationed at Sampson, N. Y. cn a cr. a ship in the Pacific area, alter son.
higher thoughts for lifes best pur
short leave, has been visiting his being transferred from the Atlan
This same committee was elected pose.
wife and son in East Sullivan to- tic waters. His address may be ob
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee tained from Mrs. Nuppula, St.
Oliver cf Crescent street, Rockland. George.
* *' * •
Mr. Oliver is returning to Samp
YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS NO BETTER
Donald A. Huntley is attending
son from East SSullivan today.
THAN IT IS ENGINEERED
• • * *
Aviation Machinists’ Mates’ Schccl
Charles A. Babbidge, B.M lc, who in Memphis, Tenn. His address is
has been on a tanker, was recently Donald A. Huntley, S2c, Barrack,
a patient at a U. S. Naval Hospi 54 NIATTC, Memphis (15) Tenn.
• • • •
tal. In a letter received by his par
Arnold L. Benne-r, Sic in the US.
ents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Adelbert L, Bab
bidge of Lake avenue. Rockland, he Navy has been heme cn a 5-day
says: “The doctors here are the leave with his parents, Mr and
finest in the country and the Navy Mrs. Leroy J. Eenner. Friendship,
nurses are superb. They are al Me. His addre-s is: Arnold I,.
ways cheerful and always making Benner Sic, 5732629, Armed Guard,
the boys laugh. It comes out -from care Fleet Postoffice, New York,
the heart, tco, like the sun from N. Y.
GALVANIZED AND BLACK STEEL PIPE
• * * *
behind a dark cloud. They make
TEES, ELLS, NJPPLES, UNIONS, ETC.
Ensign Richard W. Karl, son of
up the finest organization I have
ever come in contact with. There Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Karl who
BOILERS
RADIATORS
FURNACES
is a Red Cross lady who comes has been stationed at Hutchinson,
CLOSET COMBINATIONS
through the ward each day, and Kan., a; Flight In .am.;ter,: h s
been
promoted
to
Lt.
jg.
and
has
she will do,, or get, most anything
CHINA LAVATORIES
been
transferred
to
Bunk:
Hill
you want. She is very pleasant.”
WATER PUMPS
RANGE BOILERS
Babbdge has recently been trans Air Base, Ind. Mrs. Karl and he
wili reside in Peru. Ind.
ferred to a Naval Radio Station,
GRATES AND PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF
from which he wrote his parents,
Mrs. Alice Mathew; tf Warren,
HEATING BOILERS AND FURNACES
“The officers and men at my new in a letter from her a nephew,
station are very fine to work iy:th.” George Swift, son of EJas Swift
Friends, desiring to write Charles, ot Hollistcn. Mass., learned that
may obtain his Fleet Postoffice he had returned to this country
43 5 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
address' from his parents.
frem a 19,029 mile trip. He is

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

(By

Tuesday-Friday
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»
There occasionally appears in
this column, unintentionally of
course, a viclation of the censor
ship rules laid down in Washing
ton . The Courier-Gazette is in
formed th?k while V-mail letters
contain the sender’s address in
full, but that no data when pub
lished, especially where ships arc
concerned, is in direct violation
of censorship rulings and apt to
give valuable information to the
enemy. Names of ships and
titles of war units are absolutely
prohibited, and contributors to
this department will understand
why they do net appear after be
ing sent In for publication.

“CURTAINS" FOR TOWN MEETINGS

George F. Moulton of Portland,
formerly cf Swan’s Island has been
promoted to sergeant. Sgt. Moulton
Ls stationed in Louisiana.
• • • •
Alfred Kinney cf St. George,
Joseph Allen Richards of 18 Elm
street, Thomaston. Richard/ I.
Fales of Cushing, Raymond W.
Brann of 14 Crescent street, Rock
land,, Una John Korpinen of 43
Maverick street, Rockland, Horace
E. Grover of Mountain road, Reck
land; Joseph H. Keating Wilkie of
72 Mechanic street. Rcckland, and
Albert ‘Joseph Sullivan of 21
Holmes street, Rockland, all Sea
men 2c, have completed their
recruit training at the Naval
Training Station, Sampson. N. Y.
and have been granted leave.
• • • »
Two Ingraham Hill girls. Doro
thy Bernice Cassidy and Eleanor
Payson, enlisted early this month
in the WAVES, and are with the
Women’s Reserve, U. S. Naval Re
serve, First Naval District at the
North Station Office Building, 150
Causeway street, Boston.
Miss Cassidy, 22, is a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Cassidy
and was in the class of 1349. Rcck
land High School. She was em
ployed as salesgirl at the Park The
atre Store. Her hobbies are to
write letters, go to the movies and
collect postcards for jier scrapbook. She was a member of the
Home Krone tines Club and on the
staff cf the High 'School paper,
“The Highlite.”
Miss Pavson. 22, is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Payson. She
was a member of the class cf '39,
Rockland High School, a metnoer
of the Home Economics Club and
cn the staff of “The Highlite." She
vas employed as painter's helper in
the South Portlnad shipyards. Let
ter writing is her chief hobby.
• * • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Newhall of
Rockland have received word that
their son Roger was recently pro
♦ ♦ ♦ *
connected with the
moted from Corporal to Sergeant.
Lieut. Rcbert Russell of Rock ice.
Sgt. Newhall is in the Ferry Di- land, who has seen a long tour of

Plumbing and

*

r

‘3

/

Heating Supplies

For Repairs, Maintenance, Replacement

THZ PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
TELEPHONE 74 4'

maritime serv

• 25-lt

STATE OF MAINE

MILK
ZZZ-

ENGINE
REBUILDING
For New Engine Performance, at a
Fraction of Replacement Cost, Have
Your Engines Factory Rebuilt by . .

SOUTHWORTH

CONTROL

BOARD

Revised Schedule of Minimum Triers for Rockland, Rockp, rt, Gul's Head, Camden, Damariscotta, Newcastl ■,
Ncbleboro, Waldoboro, Thcn-i ten : n f Villages of !':■ r. • quid, Neiv Harbor, P. niaquid Point, Pemaquid'Beach
and Chamberlain in the Town cf Bristol

The Milk Centro! Board does hereby estahli-h an l fix the fd,owing irinimum wholesale and retail prices
to be- cha ged for milk d stnbute I for
ale within the Rockland market, so-called, for fluid consjmaticn whoever produced. Slid schcilul • cf prices i; t tablished an J fixed after investigation and pj’.lie
hearing thereron at Rockland cn Sept. 15. 1943, of wlii.h hearing due rt.-.tice was given. After consideration
, of the evidence at said hearing lid prices so fixed
found to be just and rea enable, taking into due eonsi Ieration the insuring of an adequate supply cf pur,- and wholes: me milk and condition., affecting the milk inJdustiy including a reasonable return to the producer and dealer.
The Rockland market, so-called, meins the < iiv of Rockland and the towns of Rockport, Owls H< a 1,
'Camden and Thomaston, a I within the < aunty of Knox and the town of Damariscotta, Newcastle, Nobicboro
and Waldoboro and the villages of Pemaquid. New Harbor, Pemaquid Point, Pemaquid Reach and Chau.lx-t| lain in the tow n cf Bristol, all within the County -of Lincoln.
REVISED SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM PRICES EFFECTIVE MARCH 31, 1944

PRODUCER-TO-DtALER SALES
Have your engines, regardless of type or kind
Each
dealer
buying
cn
a
fat
price
basis
within this area shall pay $.085 per quart for milk which he lias
rebuilt to FACTORY specifications and FAC
' purchased from producers, f. c. b., dealers plant.
TORY standards in the largest and best equipped
Dealers buying milk on a weight and test ba is from producers shall pay,T. o. b. dealer’s plant:
plant in Maine, if not in New England............
With respect to Class I milk. $3.72 per hund edweight for milk t' ting 3.7% b. f.
With respect to ( lass II ndlk. $2.44 per hundredweight for nilk te ting 3.7% b. f.
the entire job, regardless of size is done in
Such prices shall be invieased Cc per hundredweight for each 1-19 of V, cf average butter fat content
our own plant. . no work is fanned out.

InDI>

lAU

SEAT COVERS

For more than 40 years, leading contractors,
fleet owners, fishermen, industrialists and mu
nicipalities have been, and still are, Southworth customers. . .proof positive of Southworth quality, workmanship and economy.

above said test and decreased a like amount for each 1-13 of 1% of average butter fat content below said test.
With respect to 49% cream, $2.69 per gallon.
With respect to iream bought ch the weight and test basi:, 60c per pound butter fat.
'
DEALER-TO-DEAJLER
RETAIL SALES
SALES
WHOLESALE SALES
Quart ........................... S .13
15 ................................................. ...
$.13 ..............
MILK
Pint
.09 ....’...............K ..................................... 075......... . .................................. 065

% Lint

. .05 .............................................. 01 ...........

Bulk in cans per qt

Before "turning it in” check up and see how
easy it is to get New Engine Performance
at a fraction of Replacement cost.

SOUTHWORTH MACHINE COMPANY
Warren Ave., Portland, Maine
Distributors of: Waukesha, Leroi, Engines ard Parts,
Zenith Carburetors Deluxe Oil Filters.

EQUIPS
-------------------- CLIP AND MAIL----------------------------------------Please send me Southworth literature on

L-Z

ENGINE REBUILDING____
/WELDING
METALLIZING____ ELECTRICAL
:alREPAIR_
FAC.ORV AND MILL MAINTENANCE_____

Check subject desired.
NAME________________________________________
ADDRESS____

CREAM (Heavy,
40% and up

CREAM (Medium)
30%-34%

Quail

....

............................... L5 .......................

.0. 77

.12 ........................ ...................................105

73

65

I nt
......................................... 45 ..........................
’«
K Pint ......................................... 21 ............................................... 20

W34

18
Bulk in cans, per gal.
.................. ..... .............. 2.50 ........................ .............. 225
Qnart ................................75 ............................................... 63 /....
55
Pint ...... .......... ......................... 10 ...............'................................ 32 ......... . .................................. 23
‘4 Pint ....................................... 21 .............................................................. 18 ...........................................................16

CRE.AM (Light,
18% -20%

Bulk in cans, per gal.
........................ .............. 2-10 .......... ........ ..... ,..........
1.95
Quart
............................ 55 ........... .................................43 ....... .............................. . .27
Pint ............................................. 23........................................... 225 ........ . ..................................195
Pint ...............................165............... ................................ 135....... ...................... ...............105
Bulk in cans, per gal.

....................................................

1.58 ............................. .....................

1.45

There shall be a minimum bottle charge of j? t» all wholesale customers excepting educational cr benev
olent institution-.
Milk and cream in non-returnable containers shal be sold fcr lc more than the schedule price.
The above schedule of prices shall be the minimum whclesaie and retail prices to be charged for tri’k end
cream di tributed within this area for fluid cc ns amp tion w hei ever produced an J shall hold until iurther

revision by the Board.

49

*

Viclation of these rules will result in revocaticn of license and a fineMILK CONTROL BOARD, Earl P. Osgood, chairman.

, I

Tuesday-Friday
rticle 43, “To see if the
ite to establish a Town
rm cf government as
Chapter 133 of the pub939 '
:ed to add the foilow’bv-laws: “No person
care of sheep, fwine.
cr other animals, shall
ffer the same to go at
• highway, street, lane,
m, square, or other
witnin the tewn, under
not exceeding ten doli offense.”

a;e Young a:? modernblowing officers we-e
p. Philbrook, clerk; L.
3alies W Durang and
net. astscs ors; Orren
collector; Charles W.
elected to serve three
sther Amts two years
:1 committee. Truant
on O Ring; constable,
ed to raise $800 fcr
thool; text-bocks and
; repairs on sehoclxn tat ion charges $225;
Hennia Ames, $75; suof school, $133. Votiriate $23 to continue
Improvem nt and C.
ira
Young and Fred

Rockland
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Tuesday-Friday
TALK OF THE TOWN

March 27—Warren Schools re-6pen
for the Spring term.
April 1 Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Orange.
April 6—Army Day (Please display
flays*.
/
April 7 Good Friday.
April 8 - -L
Pomona
mfjets with
Orange.
South Thom
April &—Ea

April 10- K
___________ _____
day Ball, Community Building, Rock
land.
April 13—Recital by Mrs. William
Talbot at Unlversallfrt vestry.
April 13-14 Republican State Con
vention in Bangor.

One year ago: Nathan F. Cobb,
82, died at his home on South Main
street.—James Maxey, 12. and Al
ton Foster, 13, of Thomaston, re
ceived fractured skulls when they
fell from the tailboard of a truck Joseph W. Robinson was elected
president of the Rockland Rotary
Club.—The Black «fc Gay canning
factory in Thomaston was badly
damaged by fire —Among the
deaths:Rockport, Everett W. Hen
drick, 47; Glen Cove, Cliarles T.
Ames, 83; Thomaston, Charles Cook
of St. George, 77.

Answer Navy Call
Five Knox County men, answer
ing Navy call No. 2, left for the
induction center in Portland Fri
day. Chester A. Arbo of Rockland
was leader of the group. The list:
Frederick Joseph Nord, Cushing.
Preston Stephen Young, Jr.,
Camden.
Byron Blanthard Thomas, Vi
nalhaven.
Everett Ames Phlbrook, Matini
cus Plantation.
Chester Avery Arbo, Rockland.

Tonian Circle meets wtih Miss
Gladys V . Blethen Wednesday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis II. I^ckferd of New York and Belfast road,
Camden, and their daughter, who
is a student at Oake Grove Semi
nary, are on a trip to California
Master Harold Kinney, son
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kinney is
at his home with pneumonia.

Ruth Mayhew Tent members are
invited to the heme of Mre. Carrie
House Friday for pcnic dinner and
Red Cress sewing.

Miss Annie Hahn fell on James
The first and second degrees
street
last Thursday morning and
will "be conferred cn one candidate
broke one of he rankles.
tonight, by Warren Grange.

Lunt of the carrier staff
Courier-Gazette is conliis home witii scarlet

Samuel Savit is at market
the Interests of Cutler's, Inc.

Rockland Ixidge,
elect olficers tonight
be* no supper.
Gov. Sewall in a proclamation
urges the display cf Mags in hemes,
offices and industrial establish
ments in observance of Army Day,
April 6.

ccmmunlon
ts for lifes best

ius

BETTER

^placement
EL PIPE
lS, ETC.
FURNACES

GE BOILERS
AKESOF
IACES

Mrs. Doris Jordan was chairman
of the circle supper Friday evening
preceding the regular meeting of
Golden Real Chapter. Mrs. Golden
H Munro announced that at the
nt xt meeting, April 14, a special
collection would be taken for China
Relief in compliance with the re
quest made recently by the Worthy
Grand Matron, Mrs. Hortense
Stevens cf Lewiston. She also an
nounced that a rummage sale
would, be held seme time in the near
future and asked all members to
begin picking over things which
they would donate for the sale. An
appeal was made by’ Miss Katherine
bei tli enuinber of hours of work
Veazie fcr members to turn in to
which they’ have done for the Red
Cross cr Civilian Defense during
the year 1943 in order that the
chapter may have a gcod standing
on tiie report to toe Grand Chap
ter. These reports must be urned
in by’ April 15 a the latest so it is
hoped that members will turn in
their ipurs as soon as possible.

For dependable radio service
ill the Radio Shop, telephone 844
7 Main street. Complete Philco
ie.
60-tf

BORN
Bragg—At Rockland. March 25. to
-Mr. and Mr; William M. Bragg, a son.
—Preston Colby.
Ranlett—At Camden Community Hos
pital, March
. to Mr. und Mrs. Rawson Ra
Felton—At Camden Community Hos
pital .March —to Mr. and Mrs. John
Felton. Jr., a daughter.
Babb—At Augusta Oeneral Hospital,
.. 10. t., M. . and M’ - John Babb
of West, Washington, a daughterUudia Jean.
Savoy—At Rockland, March 1, to Mr.
and Mrs Irving E. Savoy, a daughter—
Barbara Diane.
Allen—At Rockland. March 8, to Mr.
and Mrs Owen B. Allen, a son - Ken
neth St. Clair.
I)ow—At Knox Hospital. March 25, to
Lieut, and Mrs. Roger W. Dow i Mar
garet Rogers) a daughter Margaret

Roy L. Fernald Says Post
War Problems Greater
Than War Problems
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport, a
candidate for the Republican nomi
nation for governor, speaking be
fore the Kiwanis Club last night,
said, in part:
“We cannot successfully substi
tute economic formulas for age- old
and time-tested natural laws al
though with some, fundamental
things are held in poor repute. We
must became more industrious, more
practical, more prudent and we
must build our co-operative society
to higher and higher levels. If free
enterprise and the Democratic way
of life are to survive, it must be
through the elimination of preju
dices, hatred, bigotry, intolerance
and class advantages, and through
co-operativve effort established on
Christian principles.”
Fernald touched on the pressing
need for getting this war over as
soon as possible; the unemployment
sure to obtain thereafter, and with
respect to this section, the needs for
good roads, improvements in edu
cation and what to do with the air
station at Ash Point. He said that
“toe problems of post-war are
greater than the problems of war.’’
A brief open forum followed his
talk. Fernald was introduced by H
Iuiton Jackson, program chairman.
B A Bowdoin of Windham was
a visitor and guests of members
were Mayor Edward R. Veazie,
Clarence Munsey and I. Lawton
Bray oi Rockland and Charles Joy

In Political Circles

Philbrook, Matinicus; Eleanor Fre
dette and Dana Knowlton, Owl’s
Head; Frank Johnson, Rockport;
James Williams. South Thcmaston;
Rodney E. Feyler, Thomaston;
Qharles Wheeler and William Cook.
St. George; Merle Messer, Union;
Cliarles E. Bonian, Vinalhaven;
chairman and vice chairman of
Rockland City Committee to be
members cf County Ccmmittee.

wire elected delegates to the State
Convention, with Clarence Leon
ard, Walter Ayer ^nd Mrs. Lela
Haskell as alternates. The same
delegates and alternates were
chosen fcr th^ Second District convenion.
The following town committee
was chosen: Clarence Leonard,
chairman; M. C. Stephenson, sec
retary and treasurer. Miss Flor
ence Thurston. Grevls F. Payson.
D. Linwood Carroll, Mrs. Bessie L.
Stephenson. Raymond E. Thurs
ton, Mrs. Ethel M. Creighton. John
H. Williams, Harold S. Fossett and
John C. Creighton.
Walter A. Ayer and Mrs. Lela

Democrats of Maine squared away
Friday for the coming political
campaign with the approval o» a
fourth term for President Roose
velt and a determined stand on na
tional and State issues.
The party instructed its ten vote
delegates to the National Conven
tion to vote for President Roose
velt’s renomination as long as his
Walter A. Ayer was chairman of
name is on the running list.
the
Republican caucus in Union Fri
A 16-plank platform promised i
day
night and Dr. M. C. Stephen“whole-hearted” support of the J
sc was secretary.
President in his prosecution of the
Grevis T. Payson, John C
war and opposition to ‘every form
Creighton and M. C. Stephenson
of isolationism,” however, insidious, j
It favored a foreign policy under •
which the nation might exert its
greatest power in establishing and
LOOK! „
LOOK!
LOOK!
maintaining a world order designed
to further liberty and maintain
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
peace through law.
The Democrats also, in their
FRIDAY, MARCH 31
platform promised ccmplete co
operation to assure service-voters
a “simple and practical federal
ballot” and advocated lowering the
sufferage age to 18.
Presents His Own Original Show
Knox County delegation got the
“short end of the stick.” Rodney E.
which includes
Feyler asked that it have represen
BETTY GRIBBEN, New England’s Earthquake /
tation among the national conven- ;
tion delegates, and was told by the ■
BETTY WALSWORTH, Dancing Doll
chairman of the reference commit- j
ROGER LeBREQUE, accordionist extraordinary
tee to “get the Hell out!’ 'Knox
PATSY, the Yodeling Cowgirl
County gets neither a delegate or an ;
DOROTHY and JEAN, with Rhythm and Rhyme
alternate.
Philip Howard of Rockland pre- ,
Also Special Added Attractions:
sided-over Lhe Knox County can-j
1
GEORGIA and NANCY LEE
cus, with Vivaneen Kelleher ol
Big and Little Sisterettes
Camden as secretary. Percy Me-!
BETTY LOU RANDOLPH, acrobat and tap dancer
Phee of Rockland was elected State
committeeman with Ruth Ayers ol
SIMONE, Ken’s best girl friend
Camden as the woman member, 'f he
Door Prizes
following county committee was
chosen:
Amateur Contest with Cash Prizes
Grace C. Johnson, Appleton; Clif
DOORS OPEN AT 7.00.
SHOW BEGINS AT 8.30
ford Sylvester, Camden; Hartwell'
Admission:
Children
30c;
Addlts 50c
Davis and Helen Simmons, Friend
„
25-2G
ship ;Miller Hobbs, Hope; Arthur

ELAND, ME

Rockland. March
25. Anthony Collins and Dorothy
Marie Cox Smith both cf Rockland.
by Rev. J. Charted MacDonald.
SProwl-Copeland — At
Rockland,
March 21. Trafton Thorndike Sprowl.
and Mildred Elizabeth Copeland, both
cf Rockland by Rev. J. Charles MacDr n aid.
Eagan-Day—At Rockland. March 25,
Thomas Joseph Eagan and Florence
Fffle Day. both cf Rockland—by Pearl
E. Borgerson. Justice of the Peace.

DIED
Boynton—.Alt Portland. March 24.
James Harry Boynton of Rockland, age
73 years 6 months. 16 days. Inter
ment ln Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett,
Mass.
Fisbe ■—At Camden, March 17, Mrs.
E hel Knight Fl her, axe 56 years.
Maker—At Camden. March 25, Henry
I.. Maker, age 78- years.

Moody—At Camden. March 26. Rich
ard M Moody, foimerly of Lincolnville,
age 79 years. Funeral Tuesday at 2
o'clock from Good funeral home. In
terment in Lincolnville.

When Mrs. Margaret Rogers Dow,
former teacher at Crescent street
School, and her daughter, Margaret
Adele Dow. born March 25, at Kncx
Hospital, go to their home at 23
Spruce street, Rockland, there will
be. under one roof, four generations:
Mrs. Margaret A. Robinson, native
cf Isle au Haut; Mrs. Addie Robin
son Rogers, native of Jsle au Haut.
a Rockland school teacher, Mrs.
Doyv, wife cf Lieut. Roger W. Dow,
now with the U. S. Army in India,
and little Margaret Adele Dow.
Mrs. Dow spent the Summer of 1942
with her husband in Arkansas, and
the Summer of 1943 with him in
Kentucky.
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CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and

for toe

beautiful

flowers

LOVELY 6 room home in. Thomas
ton for sale; centrally located: all

»int. Pemaqnid Beach

Ask Your Grocer

F. H

modern conveniences; large lot.

25-2G

WOOD, Rockland.

•ale and retail prices
i. for fluid Ctuisjmiiotig.ifion and p il lit*.
Alter consideration
iking into due consi 1d’e.ting tiie milk in-

’38 to ’42 Inclusive
I am interested in selling my car
I own
year

condition of tires

radio

heater
Name

Street and Number

TELEPHONE 170

Sheer blouse, femininely ruffled
down the front, at collar and cuffs.
$3.98

Exquisite costume jew’elry to com
plement your Spring suit or dress
$1.00

BEANO

SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL

of Health & Happiness Club
Plan, Inc.

Auspices Motor Corps Girls

THE RED CROSS
YOUR HELP

102Ttf

All Persons Seeking Help-Advice
Send live Questions, $1.00 and
Stamped Envelope to

'i i kport,

Owls lfi a l.
N ew castle, N obleboru
leach anil Cliamber-

REV. RUTH MATHIAS
Confidential Letter Service

P. O. BOX 550, OLD TOWN, ME.
Personal Interview Included
Prompt Reply Assured

LAND. POTTER &

;c butter fat content
ntent below said test.

25*28

ajut,BOSTON.MASS.

Clinton F. Thomas

Poultry Wanted

OPTOMETRIST

Live Poultry Wanted

Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M
81-tf

Highest Prices Paid for All Kinds
of Live Poultry
Trucks Call for Large Amounts

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.
2-tI

RUSSELL
ilueational ir bene,

duie price.

tharged for

iri’k ?nt
11 hold until .urther

Osgood, chairman.

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROC K ST.
ROC KLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL HOME

cstates. real and personal, ln writing
including all property held ln truat
as Guardian, Executor. Administrator,
Trustee or otherwise (except as la by
law exempt from taxation) which they
were possessor of on the first day of
April. 1944,.and to be prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they
particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the mames
of all persons of whom they have
bought or to whom they have sold tax
able property since the first day of
April. 1943
And for the purpose of Receiving
said lists and making transfers of all
property bought or sold, the under
signed will be ln session at the Asses
sors’ Room. No. 7. City Building, from
nine to twelve o'clock ln the forenoon,
and from two to four o’clock in the
afternoon of each day.
SATURDAY. MONDAY. TUESDAY,
APRIL 1. 3. 4. 1944
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
ministrators, Trustees o^ Guardian*
t’he statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a
true and perfect list of all taxable
property ln your possession to date of
AprU 1. 1944, otherwise it will be taxed
as the statute provides, and any per
sonal examination of property by the
Assessors will not be considered as a
waiver of neglect of any person ln
bringing in a true and perfect list as
required by law
Any person wL; neglects to comply

We’ve all the Easter wearables that wil!
reap you the compliments that every woman

loves. From undies and dresses to coats, hats
and accessories ... you can enjoy the elegance
and smartness that the woman of today demands.

Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Five

Floors of Easter Merchandise

at Senter Crane's

make

mileage

Perfect fitting and well tailored
slip. Ideal to wear under suits.
'
$2.98

8.15 o’clock

22-tl

If interested in selling your car, fil
and mail the Form below to us

Ada B. Mills House

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

21 Limerock St., Rockland

YES, WE ARE!

Charming half hat with interest
ing detail over the ears ...... $3.98

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

OFFICES IN NEW LOCATION

BUYING USED CARS?

FOR SALE

NINE ROOMS

ALAN L. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

The Reefer Coat, slim in black,
trim in Navy7, rich in pastels $29.50

87 Limerock St., Rockland

Beano G AR. hall Thursday 7
p. m. March 30—adv.

Opposite the Post Office

Gay print dress . Deep “U” neck
line, shirred front. Expansive
bow
waist..........................' $12.35

of

our dear
mother. Marllla W. Rollins, who passed
away April 1, 1937.
Let us think of her today.
Sleeping, resting just away
In pc:feet peice she awaits us all;

ne'ghbcrs

RICH AND FLAVORSOME

North Haven Republicans elected
Lloyd F. Crockett and Arthur E.
Emerson as delegates to the State
Convention. The alternates are
Hanson T. Crockett and1 William
H. Cooper.

Tailored gabardine suit. Three
button front ’and patch pockets.
$22.50

IN MEMORIAM
In

and their kindness and sympathy and
use of cars, during toe Illness and
death of cur loved mother and
daughter •
Miss Ed a Lawry. Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Morse.

rariseotta. Neweastl •,

••»*

M.ARRIED

Resting where no shadows fall.

'Perci/ourse/fup witfr

v

Haskell were recommended
members of the county committee,

C« li.ns-Smith—At

Her loving children

ING CO.

The Kiwanis Club

WALDOBORO, ME

Page Four

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
©.WHITS.

CHAPTER XIX
“When I s>id I hadn’t got it. he
said if it ever did come through. I
wasn’t to open it until he got hack, j
or something like that. He'd meant
every word of it. and yet now it
seemed he didn’t want me to see it.
I couldn’t understand. But it didn’t
seem to matter. Because what did i
any letter matter, now that we could
talk, all we wanted to. around the
world?”
“It was long after midnight when
we finished,” said Frank. “But it
was some satisfaction to know it
would cost the Japanese maybe five
hundred dollars, and I only hoped
I’d be out of Java so they couldn't
collect from me.
"Then I got back to work on the
Dutch military, who of course were
up all that night. They knew what
was coming tomorrow even if the
civilians were only beginning to sus
pect.
It was two o’clock in the
morning when I got Major Fisher
out of bed with the news that al
ready the landing barges of one
flank of this invasion force had been
sighted right off the beach.
“After a final desperate call to
the Dutch General van Oeyen. he
agreed our boys might leave, turn
ing their P-40's over to the Dutch
fighter pilots, provided that before '
they went they strafed the Jap land
ing barges. Without verbal orders
from the Dutch commander, they ,
would not have gone.
“So I rustled two cars and a truck •
to transport them, and by four
o’clock we were headed for Gnoro.
We got there a few minutes before
dawn, to find our boys were up and
out on that final mission, although
they did not know it was their last.

“Again we telephoned Van Oeyen
in Surabaya to tell him the orders
had been obeyed, and he told us re
luctantly to bid them Godspeed and
good luck; they had fought the good
fight, and those who returned from
this mission were now free to go to
Australia. If there was a way.

WN.U.FEATURE

fire of beach and barge guns—it’s
a word fighter pilots don't use often
—and had dropped into the sea
among the barges.
“I looked at the P-40's. They are
so full of holes they should be con
demned—there is hardly one the
Dutch would dare take up again. We
were leaving them little enough.
“Now my boys are gulping coffee.
They grab an apple each and sand
wiches to take along, and cram
things in their bags, and I suppose
it's time for goodbys. Captain Anamaet, leader of the Dutch fighters,
tall, thin, dark-haired, with a finely
chiseled face, nervous like many
fighters, is standing silent at one
side. His Dutch boys are with him.
“What can we say? Our American
boys have fought with them like
brothers for weeks. We’re now mak
ing a dash for safety. We can't
say what we don't mean, but how
can we say we’ll ly>pe to see them
again, when all know we never will?
Or wish them good luck, which all
know they can’t have? I stand there,
tongue-tied.
“Anamaet is the courageous one.
He walks forward, puts up his hand,
and says simply, without a quaver,
‘Thanks for all you have done. We
have tried, but we are finished.’
Gravely, 'and with no bitterness.
"I ask him why he and *11 his
boys don’t come out with us. We’ll
find room for him in the planes.
Then we can continue the war from
Australia. He shakes his head. His
place is here.
“Now our boys are loaded in the
truck, and presently we’re out on
the main highway, headed across
Java, but just then we hear a fa
miliar drone—Jap dive bombers.
Smelling their way into Java,
they’ve finally found this field. It's
only luck they hadn’t found it be
fore. Our boys crowd against the
tail gate of the truck to watch them
peel off one by one, assume that
40-degree angle toward the ground,
let go the little egg. pull out of their
dives and then—r-r-r-umpf, the bomb
lakes hold. It punctuates the les
son we'd been trying for days to

on our way—that those bombers
must wait.
“The town is a sleepy little place
built round what at a quick glance
one might mistake for a Middle
Western courfftouse square.
War
hasn’t touched it, and you'd think
could never come. In the hotel they
stare at our uniforn^p—they’re the
first American ones they’ve seen.
The boys order, while I hunt a tele
phone to call the Colonel at Jock
strap.
“But minutes tick by and they
can’t locate him. Nor anyone else
who can deliver a message that we
are coming, and those bombers
must wait.
“Do I waste more time calling?
Or do we hurry on, hoping we’ll
get there before they are frightened
from the field? That seems more
sensible, so we forge on. I haven’t
the heart to tell them I couldn’t
reach the Colonel.
“They're all tired in the cars,
there’s no wrestling or kidding,
which is amazing for fighter pilots.
Finally I know from the map we
must be approaching Jockstrap.
But on what side of the town is the
field? We can't waste precious min
utes uselessly fighting its narrow
streets.
“Then, to one side, I see leaping
flames and a column of smoke.
That’s all the marker you need to
find an airdrome at this stage of a
war. I tell the driver to steer for
the smoke and he'll find the field.
“And at first it seems all to
have been for nothing. There are
the hangars, split w’ide open—six or
seven Forts burning merrily. Also
the water tower is hit. Profession
ally, I admire it as one of the best
bomb runs I’ve ever seen. The Japs
seem to have made a perfect job of
cutting £ff our retreat—but no!
There remains a single Fortress!
“It seems Lieutenant Vandevan
ter managed in the nick of time to
get her off the ground, and flew out
to sea until the raid was over. Luck
ily they sent only bombers, and no
Zeros which could shoot him down.
Here he is now, perched on the edge
of the field.
“But at the utmost he can carry
only a third of us. I dispatch about
fifty in the trucks to Madiun Field,
hoping it isn’t blown up, and that
two Forts the Colonel tells me are
due in from Australia can get them
out.
“And now we have a bonfire of
everything we couldn’t take with us,
but which we don't want the Japs
to have—all our photographs, every
official paper, the entire records of
the 17th Pursuit Group for the Java
and Philippine wars. It all goes
up in those flames on Jockstrap
Field forever—except what the few
remaining boys standing around that
fire can remember of what the oth
ers did. We even chuck in a few
bomb sights that were kicking
aTound—for luck, and for kindling

WALDOBORO
« A £ ft

MRS ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

A«
Telephone 78
Two British Naval pilots were
killed in a plane accident at Waldo
boro, Friday. They collided abcut
rivc miles from the village and
crashed an eighth of a mile apart.
Both were dead when Preston
Lewis, a farmer and school bus
driver reached them. The first
plane dropoed in the field oppo
site Mr. Lewis’ home and the other
in the woods on the Ernest Castner
farm.
Sic Donald Carter, stationed at
Brooklyn, N. Y, s at home on a
furlough. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Scott Carter.
Mrs Enoch Robertson has been
spending the past six weeks in
Portland. She . has returned) and
will reside in the Margaret Ash
worth house on Main street recent
ly vacated by Elmer Jameson.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Elmer Jameson
and family moved Saturday to the
Dudley Hovey house on Glidden
street.
Mrs. Scott Carter and son Don
ald, Mrs. Chester Carter, Mrs.
Julia Osier and Carl Simmons of
Camp Gordon, Fla, were in Rock
land Tuesday.
S. H. Weston is spending two
weeks at his Bremen cottage
Prof. Jasper J. Stahl of the fac
ulty of the Pottstown School, is
passing his vacation in town.
Mrs. C. L. McLaughlin of
Farmington, Mass., is guest at the
home of her brotheer, Ralph Dean.
Marlene Monahan spent the
vacation week with her aunt Mrs.
Matthew Barron in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt re
ceived a letter from their son
Everett in which he informs them
of a promotion. The recommenda
tion sent to his commanding offi
cer follows: “No 1 Pvt. Everett L
Welt of your command has been
performing the duties of cook,
while on detached service to this
headquarters. His performance of
this work and attention to duty
has been excellent. No. 2; It is
recommended that Pvt. Welt be
considered for promotion. It has
been approved and signed.
Martha E Connell, 57, wife cf
Harry Conuell, died at her home in
Providence Wednesday. She was
the daughter of Seba A. and Lin
coln Orff, and is survived by her
husband, three sisters, Mrs. Ethel
Ludwig, Miss Florence Orff and
Mrs Edna M. Aehorn; one brother,
Elmer E. of Jefferson. Funeral
services were held in Providence
and Friday the bedy was brought
here for buriel at the Orl’f Aehorn
cemetery, at Orff's Comer. Rev
J. C. Collind offered prayer at the
grave.

“I hoped there still would be. The
Colonel had told me the day before
that if I could get them across Java
—to Jockstrap—by noon, they would
find three Fortresses which he had 1
ordered back from Australia to pick
them up. However, he couldn’t guar
mostly.
antee that these Forts would dare
“But just as the flames were leap
wait on that field beyond noon.
ing highest, the air-raid siren start
“As we stood on the Gnoro Field
ed to scream. We dived for a drain
of course I got tense. Would those
age ditch, and I think I got my
kids come back alive and in time to
worst scare of the war. Because
get across Java by noon? If we were
up above were two Zeros approach
late, would the bomber pilots get
ing, and down here on the field was
jittery and maybe pull out without
our solitary Fortress — our last
us? Not that I'd blame them, for
chance to escape—sitting in front of
today no plane would be safe on any
God and everybody (including those
Arid in Java.
Japs) mother-naked and defense
“The Dutch pilots are grave, but
less. How long I held my breath,
they make us welcome.
staring up into the sky, I couldn't
“Then comes the roar of P-40's
say now. But for some reason they
hhd here is the first flight—in out of
hadn’t dived on us yet, and then
ttlb Rising Sun as though fleeing
when one rolled up to let the other
feoBB it. Jack Dale is its leader.
take a picture I realized it was only
D.A.R. Candidate
We grab them. What happened?
a recco flight, to take the damage
“It looks bad. they tell us. There
Althea Hilton, daughter of Mr
they’d done a few hours before.
were so many barges. And when
and
Mrs. Clyde Hilton of West
"I began loading the Ijoys into
they started spraying them, the
that plane. But I did one final thing. Waldoboro, and a student of the
barges threw up horrible cones of
I couldn’t forget Captain Anamaet, Waldobor oHigh School, has been
fire, in great masses. There was a
standing there on that Gnoro Field selected by the faculty and stu
cross fire, too—from Jap shore bat
watching us pull out, and if I’d
dents as this year's DA.R. candi
teries, already landed. At last they
wanted to, the others wouldn’t have
had set their ugly, crooked teeth
date. She received' her early edu
let me. So with the Dutch liaison
into the fair white coastline of Java.
cation
in Reading, Mass , but has
officer there at Jockstrap, we made
Jack said, however, that he could
arrangements that if tomorrow night attended Waldoboro schools for the
see his bullets taking effect as the
we could get any planes through past five years.
She plans to
Japs spread out. either diving or be
from Australia, they would circle our enter a nurses’ training course in
ing blown off their barges. But he
old bomber field at Malang. The
said he found he was flying so low
September.
liaison officer was to notify Ana
that his own propeller was picking
maet, so that If his Dutch fighter
up the water splashes of his bullets
pilots could get there, and Malang
ahead, so he had to pull up.
wasn't by then in Jap hands, they
'Mrs. Noyes Farmer, Jr. and
“Just as he did this, he noticed
Il was Iwo o'clock In the morning would light a bonfire on its field as
bis wing man was also pulling up,
daughter
Joyce went Monday to
when I got Major Fisher out of bed. a signal that it was safe for our
and out to the right, and letting his
Massachusetts
where they will visit
Forts to come in and pick them up
wheels down—now he could see his drive home to the Dutch infantry
and take them out to Australia, Mrs. Noyes Farmer in Wollaston.
wing man was on fire. Jack called generals—that the field was now un
where we’d have another chance to
One of this community, Mrs.
out to him to bail out quick, not to tenable. It was only the weather
fight the war together.
Vesper Hall, assisted in unveiling
try to come in on the beach. But which kept the Japs out of it yes
“We kept the date. The next night
then things were happening to Jack terday.
Captains Bill Bohnaker and Eddie the Service Fag of 132 stars Mon
so fast he couldn't watch what hap
“But now we have worries of our
Green slipped through to Malang. day at Rockpport town meeting.
pened elsewhere, for he had to pull own. There are seventy-six of us
For forty-five minutes they circled Her two sons, George and Harold
out for his next pass.
in this little caravan—fifteen of
our old field.
But there was no are serving their country
“Then Jack said, in a low voice.
them pilots. We l\ave only one road
bonfire. Maybe Anamaet’s boys had
There was no session of school
'When in hell will we get out of map. so the drivers’ instructions are
died during the day. giving their all
to drive carefully and stay to- !
here, Frank’’
Monday.
for Java. Maybe they’d got to the
“I said I had news for him, but gether.
It’s a long drive at the
M!r. and (Mrs. Lewis Leighton
field just ahead of the Japs and
just then the next flight comes roar speed we can make. A close squeeze
were now prisoners, unable to light have been confined to the house
ing in—it’s three Hurricanes flown to make it by noon. Then, in spite
their bonfire but listening in the with the grippe.
by Dutch pilots, all that is left of of the road map. we get lost—not
darkness as Bill and Eddie circled
the Dutch Air Force this final day, badly, but\fwo or three times we
Miss Olive M. Tolman
and circled above them. What hap
except of course they had plane- must backtrack. Then I see we'll pened we never knew.
But I'm
The news of the sudden death of
less pilots who were to take up our never make it by noon. The boys, glad we couldn’t have foreseen that
Miss
Olive M. Tolman Sunday fore
abandoned P-40's. They bounce out tired from many weeks of fighting, darkened field at Malang as we all
of their planes. Hurricanes, still ex try to doze standing up in that jolt climbed into our own Fortress, noon was a shock to relatives and
cited from the strafing party. But ing truck.
I don’t sleep, but I turned off the Jockstrap field, and friends in this community.
Al
when we question them, they say have nightmares. At every cross headed east for Australia, flying into
though she had been in ill health
yes, they had done some little dam roads I ponder if lightning-fast light a rising moon.”
for two years, her passing was un
Jap tanks mayn’t come sliding in
age, but it had not been worth it.
"Nothing much was going to hap
“Now here's the third flight, buzz on us. Even if we had time to turn pen on that flight to Australia,” con expected.
ing in low—F-40’s this time, and the and run before they open figp with tinued Frank, "although we couldn’t
Miss Tolman was bom in RockAmerican boys still have their old their turret guns, they would have know it. All had to cram forward
spirit left because they buzz up the cut off our escape to Jockstrap.
for the takeoff, of course, for with —so part ot us slept in its hangar
“My wrist-watch hour hand seems that big load in the rear we’d never
drome, come roaring in right over
shack, and the rest in the plane. That
the roof of the operations office—for to race. These tired boys, bounc have got her tail up. We manned
hangar and field reminded me of
a fighter pilot it's like knocking at ing in that truck, trust me. The Air battle stations, and only after we
-j
the Middle West in the old barn
the door. They’re still the old 17th Corps got them in here; now the Air were halfway across the ocean did
storming
days of the twenties.
Pursuit Group—or what's left of Corps is getting what is left of them the gunners leave their turrets. I
"I couldn’t sleep. The mosquitoes
out They don’t doubt that a big rode up in the pilot's compartment, kwere making me groggy, and* also I
them.
“Because the wing man on this bomber will be waiting with its door and there were at least seven of
was thinking of our planes circling
flight had been caught in what the open on the Jockstrap runway to us there, three sitting on the floor.
Malang Field for Anamaet. After
other two said was a ‘furious’ cross take them to Australia. Suppose we
“At two o'clock in the morning we a while I got up and looked out the
get there to find the bomber pilots
sight the coast in the moonlight, hangar door. The first pale dawn
have waited past the rendezvous
which gives it a ghostly hue. It’s was breaking over Broome, which
hours, and then gone on back to
just flat desert, but finally we find I could now see consisted of a gen
Australia empty—and we look at a
the little town of Broome. We cir eral store, a gas station, two houses,
vacant field knowing the Japs are i
cle it and finally a flare path breaks and this hangar shack—perched out
closing in behind us?
On "CERTAIN DATS" Of The Month?
out below—they’re tossing kerosene here on the edge of nothing, where
“
My
watch
hand
radfes
toward
Tf functional periodic disturbance®
flares out of a moving auto to show
red sand desert of Australia
noon and we're still hours from us the runway, so we circle and the
make you feel nervous, cranky, highmeets the blue salt «desert of the
strung. tired, weak and “dragged out
Jockstrap, but I have an idea. We're come in.
_ at such times—try /amouj
E‘
sea.
not far from what shows on my
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to re
Vin peacetime a little airline
(To be continued)
lieve such symptoms. Here s a Product
map as a fair-sized town which makes monthly trips up to this field
that we* es nature. Also a fine sto
should
have
telephones
from
which,
machic tonic! Follow labeldlrectlons.
while the boys have lunch, I can —there are no railroads, and a sea Subscribe to The Courier-Gaxett»
pinkham’s Compound ls uor,jL.^i2fr

ROCKVILLE

Nervous, Restless

LYDIA I. WHKHAM’S saass

call

the Colonel, and tell him were voyage from Melbourne taJje? weeks
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Broadbent’s Letter

Telling Among Other Things
How He Discovered a
.
Peat Bog
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Commenting on the shortage of
coal in some parts of the United
States a newspaper writer suggests
the use of peat* in its place, stating
that there are huge deposits of peat
in many sections of our country.
This recalls to me an experience
of mine about 12 years ago on a
piece of property I owned at Nassau
Point, on Great Peconic Bay. Long
Island, N Y.
Many trees had to be cut down to
make room for contemplated build
ings and a lot of brush was piled up
In one comer. In a late afternoon
the brush was set on fire, and It
was getting dark when, as I though’,
the fire was extinguished after, con
siderable water had to be turned
on it.
On arising the following morning
I was astonished to discover that
quite a section of the surface of the
soil was burning, covering a space
much larger than that included In
the fire of the night before.
The top layer of the surface soil
on that ground was the finest sort
of pea’, and it was only after re
peated application of water that the
fire was completely under control
Two days after the water was ap
plied the ground was still smoking
Looking over my scrapbook I came
across the following little poem,
probably the effort of an Irish sol
dier fighting with the Allies at
Ypres, in Belgium, where the bit
terest of all battles in World War
One occurred.
THE KEEK
Tonight they’re sitting by the peat.
Talking of me. I know—
Grandfather in the Ingle seat.
Mother and Meg and Joe.
I feel a sudden puff
That sets my ears
And smell the reek
Across the Belgian

of heat
aglow.
of burning peat
snow.

Arriving in New York a short time
ago from Iceland, a young man
named Halldor Jonsson is gather
ing background for his post-war
homeland—an Iceland transformed
inti? a huge hothouse by the har
nessing of hot volcanic springs. He
says that in a few years the piping
of live steam and hot water from
volcanic springs .will supply heat for
the whole island
Jonsson points out that in 1942
80 tons of hothouse tomatoes were
raised and that soon Iceland will oe
raising fruits and vegetables for
England and other parts of Europe.
Jonsson continued: “Alreadj’ our
Government, with the help of Amer
ican money and machinery, is sup
plying heat for the Capitol and
other Government buildings in
Rykjavik, and several homes are
heated in the same way.
“Without hothouses our island is
unable to raise tomatoes, cucumbers
or any of the common fruits or
vegetables. When there is little soil
and no warm w’eather production
is a difficult affair.”
Jonsson is now taking a course ct
the Missouri Botanical Gardens He
will spend two months there for
special rcsearc hwork in hydro
phonics—the culture of plants in
water without soil. He had read of
the experimental work first done
in California in raising vegetables
in water with chemical nutrients
carefully controlled and seized the
first opportunity to study the
process. z
Incidentally there is an acute
shortage in Sarasota of my fa
vorite vegetable—the lowly onion.
For a while scallions were plentiful,
but they were not to be had a few
days ago.
S. Newton Broadbent..
Siesta Key, Fla., March 15.

ville Jan. 25, 1874. daughter of the
late Otis and Maria (Guemey)
Tolman. She attended school here
and as a young woman had em
ployment in several cities in Mas
sachusetts also in Camden and
Rockland, Though working much
away she nevertheless kept her
home here even after her parents’
death.
She was a member* of the Frst
Baptist Church of Rcckland, the
Sunshine Club, and Penobscot ViewGrange.
Being kind and freehearted, she
was always ready to lend a helping
hand annd give assistance where
nedeed.
Services were held Wednesday at
the Burpee funeral home with Rev.
J Charles MacDonald officiating.
Interment will be in Rockville cem

etery’ later this Spring.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

VINALHA1

WARREN
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

Mrs. Emery Simmons and Mrs.
C. E. Lawrence of Pleasantville
have been spending a few days in
New York City, Mrs. Simmons to
visit her husband, Emery Sim
mon.s S2c, who works with V-mail
in that city, and Mrs. Lawrence
to visit relatives.
Nancy Moody of Waldoboro was
guest last week of her aunt, Mrs.
Emerson W. Perkins.
Adelbert Norwood, student at
Gould Academy, Bethel, is spend-mg a vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Norwood.

Correspondent

Prevent

COLDS

from developing
Put a few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol
up each nostril at the very first sniffle,
sneeze or sign of nasal Irritation. Its
quick action aids
Nature’s defenses wimvc < v
againstcolds.Follow
-A—
iireettona in toldar.

VgrTROHMOl

Beginning March 29
meetings of the Red Cr
held Wednesday aftern
Latter Day Saints Chur
Mrs Hilma Webster
Thursday night to the
her home on High stri
was served and prizes at
won 'by Mrs. Dora B<
-Mrs. Sada Robbins, s
s Mertie Stinson, tii
John M. Richardson
who was speaker at the

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
"'^.^ddluon'L'

to tM,

■erted once for 25 cents, two times ror
time*
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times.

pma.ll words to S line.
.
I *
Apecisl Notice: AU “blind ads" ss
L
ixento which require the answer, toby’
Gazette office for handling, cost » cents additional.

C<“

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

Honor Servicemen
BLACK short-haired cat lost: small
Forty-three candles were lighted white
spot under neck; 3'2 years old,
name ’’Sludge:" $5 r^“rdOr 488M
Thursday night at the Bapust to 511 Main St.. Tel 876J or 488‘"3«26
Church in connection with World
RATION Book 3 lost. ^CA?,^,ILL’
Parish ‘Day. the candles for service Brunswick House, city. Tel.
27
men ano women of the town, who
RATION Book
« ’“tN ?7
art members of the Baptist Chufch DAILEY.
.49 Maverick St.. City. 25 T 27
er were associated with the church “ration Book No. 4 lost. WILLIAM
school when children. Next of kin L. HOPKINS. 104 Limerock st2^^1
lighted these candles, when pres
CLARENCE
RATION Book B lost
25*T-'<7
ent, and were assisted by Jeffcrsrn BARNES.
SpiuCc Head __
E. Kimball, and Raymond Ken “RATION books lost. FRED P.
ANNA
niston, as Rev A. S Bishop read KNIGHT.
WILLIAM WINCHESTER
_ 23 T 25
the roll, and the lighted candle.;
■o attdn bock*' No. 4 lost. h’RAN*
CES WOTTON and JUDITH WOTTON.
were th3n placed on a white “V,” 45
Beechwoods St.. Thomaston. 23* 1 25
for Victory. Deacon Herbert Ken
RATION Book No. 4 lost. LEROY
niston led in prayer, after the W. F OOSS. Pleasant St., City 23-T-25
candle lighting. Pictures of 30 of
these young men and women in the
WANTED
service were also on exhibition, and
SMALL building or house wanted^
attracted much attention during
size of three rooms, in B^k-landr
the social hour between 5 and ** r.ear bus line; well nandy. FRED
preceding the supper and during a EATON. 69 Park St . Rockland. 25 26
Pleasant older woman wanted as
short intermission.
housekeeper. $18; modern
Also on exhibition, under the family of three. MRS HAWLEY. 780
High St . Bath. Tel. 725._______25 lt
church of the past, were pictures of
THREE to 5 room furnished apart
former pastors of the Warren Bap ment wanted MRS. L. W WHITING
25 2b
tist Church, and posters of church Tel. 644 . 5 to 7 p. m
HOSPITAL bed without mattress
wcTk were also shown. Featured wanted. TEL 1-3^ Wan en.______ 25-11
during World Parish Day, were in
FOCUSING 35 mm. camera wanted.
preferred MD.LARD W HART,
departments, the church of the Argus
21 Masonic St Tel. 620M. _______ 25tf
past, tho church of the present and
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, $15. $25, two
the church of the future. During adults, Summer home. Chauffeur
Wonderful vacation. MRS. HAWLEY.
a forum, and Baptist Poll of 780 High. Bath. Tel. 725.________ 25’lt
HOUSEKEEPER
fond
ban dim (in
opinion regarding Baptist evan
wanted, married or single. $150 up.
gelistic work, educational systems, MRS
HAWLEY. 780 High St., Bath.
world organization for international Tel. 725___________________________ 25♦ It
WOULD like to heir from reliable
co-operation after the war, and men
who would like to train in spare
whether to co operate with local, time to overhaul and Install Refrig
and Air Conditioning equip
national and international agen eration
ment.
Should be mechanically in
clined. Will not interfere with your
cies, was taken.
present work. For Information about
Rev. Mr. Ufford of Fairfax, Vt., this training, write at once giving
name, address, age and your working
missionary to China for 33 years, hours. UTILITIES INST, care Cou
__ _______ 25*26
speaker cf the evening, spoke prin rier-Gazette.
G1RI.S
—
WOMEN
”
cipally of the effect of the war
BE A PRACTICAL NURSE
BIG DEMAND—HIGH WAGES
on the Chinese people. He pointed
Instruction. High school not neces
out that one-quarter of the Chi sary.
Easy to learn in .spare time.
nese territory has been lost, that 90 Ages 18 to 57. War demands have
caused big shortage. Prepare now fcr
per cent of the revenue has gone this interesting, profitable and pa
work
Write for FREE Infor
with it, and that communications triotic
mation. WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRAC
within that territory are destroyed TICAL NURSING, care Courier-Ga
_________ _
25*26
He told of the migration of 50 mil zette.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
lions of Chinese people to the wes- called lor and delivered. T. J. FI,EM
era part of China, and that China TNG. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W 9 T tf
USED piano wanted In good con
had given the world a living ex dition.
PHONE 819W. Rockland. 24-25
ample of deathless courage.
CAPABLE woman with some direct
and retail selling experience, wanted to
He placed emphasis on the ef manage branch store. Salary and
ccmmissldn. We will teach the right
fect of the big inflation in China, person
our method of selling and pay
and told of the trip home, on wa while learning. Write BOX 316. Gar
s
24-25
ter after Pearl Haibor, in which he diner. Me.
WHITE porcelain top table. 36 by
stressed the faith all had in the 24. wanted or a marble slab, same
Supreme Being.
Recordings for size MRS CHESTER WALLACE. Tel
1-34. Warrem________________ *
24-25
the presidential address by Rev.
WILL. buy rags, metal. all kinds of
Joseph C. Robbins, D.D., presi paper, and second hand furniture.
25-tf
dent of the Northern Baptist Con P. O. Box 862 TEL 314R.
•SECOND-HAND
stroller
wan ted.
vention. and of “The World Serv Call at 36 GLEN ST , City.________ 24*25
ice Program cf Northern Baptists'”
TWO glrlV bicycles wanted at once.
be in reasonably good condl
by (Rev. Earl Frederick Adams, Must
tion. JESSE LINSCOTT. Tel. 765WK.
D. D. General Director Council on City.____________
24*26
GENERAL trucking and hauling,
Finance and Promotion.

Five
Five

handsome 8-room house;
perfect
cS? inside and out. centrally
Sed. AU modern conveniences. L
H WOOD. Rorkland______________ zozn
' SHOATS for sale. Any size. MA

The

SON JOHNSON, tel. 553R________ 2$ 2b

"Give ii
fwr th<

terrier and> Spitz pupplPs for
safe° Price $5 MRS. ANDREW OLSSOK
261 Park St , City.________________ 25 26

GENUINE old Ship's Clock for sale,
perfect condition
TEL. 768J. after
6 p m.
______ ____________________
VILLAGE home of 8 rooms: all
modern improvements; bathroom, fur
nnre. electricity, town water
Good
barii. 3 acres of good land Veranda
shAde trees. Near stores, church and
port otfl^
*1850. F H
Rockland__________________________ 2512Z
REGISTERED Guernsey Bull 3 yrs.
old with papers for sale. Testwi for
TB
and
Bangs disease
TEL8L
Thomaston._______________ 25
38 OLDSMOBILE for sale
R and
H good tires
MARIE NUPULA St

George. Me.

H

________ _________

SEVEN-ACRE farm for sale with 7
iw ms furnace, electric lights, run
ning water, barn, double garage, and
two hen houses.
MRS. COPELAND.
10 Cedar_St._ Tel 656R.__________ 2V26
SMALL house for sale on main land
at Clark Island. Has garage and let
Also, a field of 30 to 35 acres and
woodland In Warren.
CHARI.ES E
STARRETT. phone 58-12, Warren
25-28

—28-GA shot gun for sale and 4
boxes shells. G A. JOHNSON. Union
Me_________ __ ______
’£>*21
COOK stove for sale with oil burner
and wood linings.
Price reasonable
TEL. 666
______________ 25*11
BTRD houses for sale.
Buy now;
good
assortment to choose
from
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St.
City.__________________
23«T-?7
TWENTY pigs. 10 shoats. 1 Kelvlnator Milk Cooler for sale at low price.
C. M BURGESS. Tel 17 3, Union 25 27
SLABWOOD for sale, 'sawed;
14
HOLMES ST Tel. 5G6JK
14*25
LOBSTER boat 24 feet with hoist
ing gear and traps, ready to fish. JOHN
MeLOON. Tel 848. ._____________ 24-26
ATI .ANTIC end heater for sale, with
brass coil Apply at CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO. or MRS. M. CROZIER.
Rockport_________________ ________ 24*25
LOOSE hay for sale. MRS. G D.
GERALD. Union.Tel. 14-5.________ 24*25
BLOCK in Thomaston business sec
tion for sale. MRS A E. GAY, tele
phone. Thomaston 132-4 .
24*25
EIGHT-ROOM house and garage for
sale
In
Thomaston.
Telephone.
THOMASTON 132-L_______________ 24*25
FRANKLIN stove for sale, also Klneo
C cook stove
HOWARD NORWOOD.

* *«s

Tel. 2-2 Warren.__________________ 24 25
EIGHT -ROOM house for sale. barn,
lights, and flush. TEL. THOMASTON.
130.________________________________ 24 25
WILLYS KNIGHT four door sedan
for .■-ale, low mileage. TEL. 4-9 Llncolnvllle___________________ ._______ 24*25
FIVE tubs of Trawl gear for sale;43
JAMES ST
24*25
LOBSTER BOATS FOR SALE
First boat, 35 fc. by 9 ft. beam, 1936
Packard engine, newly re-condltloned.
fresh water cooled.

Second boat. 30 ft. by 8 ft. beam.
1934 Oldsmoblle engine.
ABNER SADLER

Swan's Island, Me.
Tel. 2-24
»__________________ -_________ 23-26

YOUNG black horse for quick sale.
PETER WEIKKOLA, Tenants Harbor.
____________________________________23*25
IN good
supply Smoke-salt and
Tendef-quick for the curing of Pork.

Ham and Bacon. H H CRIE CO . 328
Main St.. Tel 205, Rockland
22 25

GOATS for sale.
Tel.~ 361W? MRS
F EATON. Glen Cove________ 22*25
COMB, black oil and gas range for
sale. Home Clarion range, nice pot
coal, rubbish and aataes. TEL. 902W type heater, also other heaters. Iron
___________________________________ 24t.f beds and springs, large coffee urn.
E. GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel
PRESSMAN wanted for Duplex flat C
1091W________ ______ ____________
2Uf
bed press in Portland, steady Job, top
BUNCH of Pre-war Studio Couches,
union scale wages, time and one-half
over 8 hours a dav and 40 hours. Plenty seme new. some used, some good, and
of overtime
Apply P O. BOX 697, some no good, lots of used table model
Portland. Me.
24-26 radios, over night case, portable, bat
tery. Electric, like new; two Phil Gas
We Buy—And pay more cash lor all comb.,
cream
enamel
and
white
makes and models of* cars from 1937 enamel, the
white one with oil burn
to 1942 s. We pay as high as $300 lor er tanks regulator,
to use Very
'37’s, $400 for 38's, $500 for 39's, $700 nice large size pot ready
burner oil heater,
for ’40's, $1100 for '4,'s. We wtll pav garage air compressor, with ’/2-horse
full lift, price for 1942 cars with low power motor, 5-ton floor Jack. 1938
mileage
We also buy trucks of ail
Coupe, first class, 1938 Olds
years f-om 1937 to 1942's. Write today Chevrolet
moblle Coupe, first class. 1934 Chev
giving make. year, model, mileage can, rolet
2-door, not classed but good, one
has been driven, general condition of 1938 G.BC
’i-ton truck extra good. I
car and tires and your phone number. have
a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
Address “CAR.” care Tne Courie.-Ga
with an oil burner in lt, that I will
zette._____________________,
23-26 sell
at a real bargain. Does anyone
CARE I'AKEk COUPLE, year-round need a wind charger? I have a factory
position on small farm between Thom- made one. somebody ought to need
aston and Friendship, experience vege those James-Way wood brooder stoves,
tables and poultry, furnished cottage I don’t. I have some good used furni
four rooms and hath. State nation ture, that ought to be used by some
ality, age and wages, references. Write one else. I also have a very nice 60-acre
”W.'' care The Courier-Gazette. 24-26 farm on a good road, that I will
GOOD clean used cars wanted E O sell, good buildings, electric lights, wa
PHILBROOK & SON. 632 Main St. Tel. ter. hardwood floors lumber, wood and
466W. Rockland.
21 -26 blueberries. Why we have almost every
thing here In Washington, Earl BoynUSED Stoves wanted, used lumber tor. has a lot of 1940. '41. and '42
wood sawing outfit. Model A Ford
I Chevrolet cars, Murdick Cramer, has
buv anything what have you? C E. 7 good horses, and' plenty of Gossip
GROTTON. 138 Oamden St Tel 1091 w besides from t4»e Neighbors, if you
________________
2 ltf need anything let us know. HAROLD
WTLL pay 1,-om $7 to $15 each torall E KALER. Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
I8tf
marble top tables, depending on size, Always home Sundays.
ZAf/
condition and style of them
I also
DESIRABLE property for a&Je in
pay from $5 to $8 each for old parlor Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
lamps with colored flowers on them
OOULD. Tel. 2306 OT 2170, Oamden
If you really want to get the top
18tf
prices for your antiques write W J
FRENCH. 10 High St,, Camden
16tf
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted"
We will pay cash or trade for new
Call 1154. V. F STUDLEY. INC.. 283
..with a can. Remove
Main St.. Rockland.
istf
WE are booking orders for Red
label, wash, flatten. Store flattened
OLD furniture wanted.
why not Chicks from otir Maine U. S. Pullorum
cans in separate container next to sell tAose old haircloth pieces and that Clean Flock, for April and Mav deliv
ery. L. B ROKES and SON. Tel. 2261.
your trash can. Save for local pickup. marble top furniture while the de Camden.
20*27
mand ’ for it ls In evidence and the
price good.
I am not hunting for
WE are now booking orders for Sexed
bargains and will *pay good prices for or Straight day old Rhode Island Red
good
merchandise.
Write
W
j
Chicks from our Maine U. St Approved
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden, Me
Pullorum Clean Flock. Hatches every
Monday
Order early for date prefer______________________________ 12tf
„ Telephone 33W.
HUGH W.
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
I8tf
ROOM with bath to let. TEL
and oil burners. C. E GROTTON. 138 LITTLE, Rockland. Me.
I3tf
or 262M.
24-25 Camdeh St. Tel. 1091W.
ROOMS to let. Home comforts; 120
OLD hair cloth furnltu^ wanted
24-25 also marble top tables, and old
CAMDEN ST
CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park St
NEWLY furnished rooms adjoining books
f8tf
bath to let. Centrally located. TEL. Tel. Rockland, 1240
PERMANENT WAVE 59c! Do your
768J after 6 p m
23’tf
I*ra»*n«nt with Chorm-Kurl Kit.
FURNISHED room to let. good iocaccmpie-te equipment, including 40
tion. near business section.
TEL.
curlers and shampoo. Easy to do. ab
1106M
21ti
solutely harmless
Praised by thou
sands including Fay McKenzie, glamTENEMENT opposite Shipyard to let.
BliV U& WM BONOS
°rous
mo
vie
star.
Money
refunded if
Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY. 96
not satisfied.
e. B. CROCKETT
Meehan te St. Tet 43*W.
I7K
R

RED CROSS
WAR FUND

NEAT
TfffA/G TO DO

>

I

EGGS AND CHICKS

TO LET

To Help

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday'
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VINALHAVEN
ft ft fta
Correspondent

;hree 11 new laAdditlonal
times. Fire
e. sdTertlssThe Csarlsr-

r

Beginning March 29 the weekly
meetings of the Red Cross will be
j.f;d Wednesday afternoon at the
Latter Day Saints Church.
Mrs Hilma Webster was hostess
Thursday night to the Bridge 8 at
her home on High street. Lunch
was served and prizes at cards were
won by Mrs. Dora Bcman, first;
Hrs Sada Robbins, second; and
Jrs Mertie Stinson, third.
John M. Richardson of Rockland
who was speaker at the meeting of

SALE

the Lions Clilb. was overnight guest knitting Members present were; Brunswick motored here Sunday.
Monkey Glands?
Thursday at the home erf Capt. and Barbara Hea’ey, DorLs Arey,
Mrs. Lottie Grant and son, Chest
Mrs. A. M. Miller.
Frances Gilchrest, Dorothy Ben er of Rockland called Sunday on Mr.
Rejuvenated Ganders • Win
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Newbold of nett and Edith Roberts
| and Mrs. Clyde Grant.
Rockland are guests of Mrs NewMrs.
William
NPTpula
Ls
home
Norman Johnson, A M M. 2c,
Another Game, and Every
bold s mother. Mrs. John Whitting US.N., and Thomas Pcshka. F lc, from East Hartford for several days
body Asks “How Come?”
ton and sister MLss Alice Whitting US.N returned Saturday to Wes | while receiving treatment for an
ton.
The Ganders who were snowed
terly, R. I., after spending several ■ injured elbow
Mr. and Mrs John Anderson and under so heavily last week came cut
Mrs. Helen Ames Gerry of North days’ leave with Mr. Johnson's par
Hollywood, Calif., arrived Saturday ents,
and Mrs. Vaughan John family who have been living in the frem beneath the drifts last Mon
IHekala house, have moved back to day night to walk off with another
called by the serious illness of her son.
their home in Franklin.
mother, Mrs. Carrie Ames.
; vlctmy to the surprise of every
body including themselves, and the
Mrs. Hazel Kittredge has returned
Those interested in keeping in
burning question at the moment is
from a visit with her grandson and permanent form the official poem
• UNION
Miss Geneva Blake has employ what is the reason for the sudden
daughter-in-law. Mrs. Robert'Kit of Vinalhaven’s sesquicentennial
burst of speed and fire from ths
tredge at Worcester, Mass.
celebration will find it under the ment in Augusta.
tail-endefs.
,
Mrs.
Ruby
Hannon
of
Burkettville
The Nitaneat Club was enter title “Penobscot Pioneers., in Master
It
might
have
been the fact that
tained Thursday night by Mrs. Er Mariner and Other Poems by Anna spent last Tuesday with Mrs. Law
Captain
Grimes
was
on hand again
dine Chilles. Lunch was served and E Coughlin. Huston-Tuttle’s Price rence Maddocks
to
take
charge
of
things
with a firm
25-11 I Mrs Robert Escancy, son Frank
the evening passed with sewing and 52.
! of Burkettville and Mrs. Abbie and guiding hand, or it could have
Rowell were callers Sunday on Mrs. been the presence of “Pat’’ Patrick
ST. GEORGE
in the line-up of the Ganders, but
Clyde V. Grant, C Mo. M. M. UB. W. C. Perry who has been ill for I one thing that is certain, it was
Coast Guard left Monday for Florida two weeks.
net the goed bowling of the Ganafter spending several days leave I Mr and Mrs. William Orne have i der boys that brought the bacon
with hLs family. Mrsf Grant ac returned to Monhegan following a i home. And by the same line of
companied him as far as Portland. visit with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar reasoning it could have been the
i Upham.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and I Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pease were very poor shewing tliat the Skipchildren Arnold and Erdine spent | in North Waldoboro last Tuesday men made, their 1227 total being
about the lowest that team has
the week-end in Portland.
I and called on Silveo Roy and F. X. made for all season.
F O Hilt, Keeper of Portland i Roy.
s
The Skippers, as they have done
Head Light motored here Saturday.
Mrs. Clifford Rcwell went Wed- I every night this season, made a bid
Mrs. S. G Robinson, who has been . r.esday to Portland to visit her
to take the game in the last string,
spending the Winter in Portland, sister, Mrs. Waldo Hoit. On return
but they just did not have the
came with IMr. Hilt, on his return she will be accompanied by Mr.
necessary punch to put it over,
he was accompanied by A. W. Rowell who has been in Connecti Peterson being the only one who
Hathom.
cut several »weeks.
came through with something gcod.
Alfred Kinney is home from
His 109 string was the best for the
Sampson. N. Y. where he has com
evening and the only one over the
WHT/NG
pleted his boot training.
century mark.
Hen Anderson’s
DOLLARS
Emma Gilchrest of Boothbay
three 78-strings were consistent if
row oww
Harbor visited friends here last
not very much help, for “Pat" Pat
FIGHTING
rick trimmed him out by 21 pins,
week.
MEN
•u* wow wuv Near
being one of the big factors as to
Mrs. Henry Caddy and daughter
why the Ganders won and the SkipCharlotte and Wilford .Robinson of
WAR BONDS***STAMPS

Support

tom house; perfect
ind out; centrally
rn conveniences. F
d
25 26

The Red Cross

Any size. MA25*26
553R
Spitz puppies for
ANDREW ObSSON.
25*26

"Give in a spirit of merev
for the cause of mercy”

ip’s Clock fOT salt.
TEL. 768J. after
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Oood
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ores, church and
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25-26
icrnsey Bull 3 yrs.
sale
Tested for
disease.
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25*28
for sale
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__________ 25*26
for sale with 7
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MRS. COPELAND,
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25*26
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s garage and let.
to 35 acres und
»n
CHARLES E.
-12. Warren
25 28
for sale and 4
JOHNSON. Union.
_______ 25*27
lale with oil burner
Price reasonable.
____________ 25*1t
sale
Buy now;
to
choose
from
HOP. Prescott St.,
23*T-%0
shoats. 1 Kelvlnai c at low price.
1 17 3. Union 25 27
ale. sawed;. 14
526.1 K
«4*25
1 feet with hoistre.idy to fish. JOHN
24-26
ter for sale, with
I ENTRAL MAINE
IRS. M CROZIER.
24*25
lie
MRS G D.
I’d. 14 5
24*25
ton business secA E. GAY. tele132-4.
24*25
i t and garage for
on.
Telephone,
____________ 24*25
f r sale, also Klneo
WARD NORWOOD.
_________ 24 25
' c sale, barn,
TEL THOMASTON.
__________ 24 25
four door sedan
Re. TEL 4 9 Lln__________ 24*25

SALADA

24*25
FOR SALE
by 9 ft. beam, 1936
vly re-condJtloned.
by 8 ft. beam.
?lne.
iADLER
Tel 2-24
23-26

rse for quick sale.

CHICKS
orders for Red
ne U. S Pullorum
11 and May dellvnd SON. Tel 2261,
20*27
orders for Sexed
Rhode Island Red
ne U. S Approved
k
Hatches every
v for date prefer3W.
HUGH W.
■fellttf

ANEOUS
E. 59c! Do your
Ctarm-Kurl Kit.
t
Including 40
Easy to do. abFTaised by thouMcKenzle, gSamloney refunded If
B. CROCKETT

Attendance Contest Gets
Tangled Up With “The Great
Robbery”—Richard
son Spoke
With another large turnout of
members and guests the Vinalhaven
Lions Club staged the second meet
ing of its Attendance and Mem
bership contest last Thursday eve
ning which leaves one more meet
ing to decide the winner cf the two
teams captained by Lions O. V.
Drew and Franklin Adams.
'Supper w*as called for 6 30 p. m.
with King Lion Ed Carver in the
chair and tapping the bell. Three
tables were set up in the vestry to
accommodate the Lions and their
guests, and when they arose from
them it looked as if a plague of
grasshoppers had struck the place,
the food all having gone where
goed food is supposed to go.
Snipper was enlivened by a couple
of stcries by Tail Twister Sellers
and some singing, but it was when
everybody adjourned to the small
room off the vestry that the songs
really got going. Lion Jack Carlsen and his “Bait Bag Boys’’ were
right on hand with some of that
jiggy music and they started things
off on the right foot, the dancing
foot. Later they worked into ac
companying the singers as they
rendered the old favorites.
To rend in this case meaning to
tear apart with violence. As the
singing progressed and nobody
seemed to propose his favorite
song. King Lion Ed came forward
with a nickel for the rendition of
“Springtime In the Rockies." The
nickel was promptly dropped down
the neckband of Lion Carlsen’s
shirt and he transformed himself
into a human juke box. .producing
the desired music. Lien Peterson
had to pay a quarter to get his song
’End of a Perfect Day" on the air
via the same route. That "Pistol
Packin’ Mama” made another ap
pearance. this time as a female fish
warden, in a verse dedicated to our
beloved Tail Twister Sellers as com
posed by Lion Adams The affec
tionate little ditty follows:

After the musical program the
club got down to business, listened
to reports and routine business and

rs

18tf

Vinalhaven Lions

Lion Sellers lost hls pants.
While hauling In hls pots,
A female warden, sailing toy
Said. “I see you've got some shorts.’

,wl gear for sale;43
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If used table model
ase, portable, batlew; two PhU Oas
>mol
and
white
>ne with oil burnready to use Very
burner oil heater,
ior. with ’j-horse
floor Jack. 1938
it class. 1938 Oldsclass. 1934 chev■*ed but good, one
ruck extra good. I
ory enamel stove
in lt, that I will
Un. Does anyone
I have a factory
y ought to need
brooder stoves,
good used fundbe used by somei» very nice 60-acre
,oad. that I will
electric lights, walumber, wood and
have almost everyIngton. Earl Boyn11940. 41. and '42
•dick Cramer, has
plenty of Gossip
Neighbors. If you
know. HAROLD
on. Me. Tel. 5 25.
18tf
•rty for e&le ln
tate J. HERBERT
Mt 2170. Camden
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The future will show hqw great has been the final

which are paying for the war! Fighting columns, which

achievement of the people of America ... a free

have united public opinion and helped clear away

people ... in defeating the fascist blackguards whe

the debris of misunderstanding, confusion and petty

have tried to overrun the world.

bickering.

' .

But already, as evidence of our readiness to make

The menace of black markets has run the gauntlet,

any sacrifice to defeat tyranny, there stand the in

challenged by the newspapers which keep us informed

dustrial plants the nation over, where sweat and toil
and steel are being moulded into the implements of ,
Victory.

and daily remind us that ceiling prices are a weapon

of war with which each of us must be armed.

The

speed with tfhich our newspapers bring us the world’s

The people of this land have been quick to do-all

most critical news, has made it possible for us to move'

in their power to speed freedom s cause, because they

quickly—producing, fighting, and winning this war

are an informed people, thanks to the fighting columns

at every decisive turn.

of their newspapers.
Consider therefore, the value of your newspaper

Fighting columns—which have simplified and ex

W 4

plained the need

for,

and

methods of rationing

to you; its value to your community; by considering

it a champion of everything for which we are now
It is living evidence of a Free Press—just

Fighting columns which have been able to salvage

fighting.

tons of scrap iron and fat from homes, farms, base

as you are representative of a Free People.

ments and attics.

Fighting columns, which have sold

the billions of dollars worth of War Bonds and Stamps

pers lost.
“PiM." Drew played on the bench
this match, making way for “Lucky"
Adams, whose luck seemed to catch
up with him after a long time and
who was on the losing side at least
for once. He was paired off with
Oapt. Grimes and the fact that
Adams beat him three pins with a
236 score does not speak very well
for the efforts of Der Cap. But it
is with the spocn vittles that Der
Captain Ls expected to shine, and
very soon, It is reported.
Nobody knows and nobody will
know until the hour arrives whether
it will be lobster stew or pea soup,
and then Der Cap will take the
cover off and whatever it is, an
nounce to the waiting bowlers that
it is the greatest dish they ever had
the pleasure of sitting down to.
Everybody is looking forward to the
happy day, for the boys are just
dragging one foot before the other,
being so near exhaustion and star
vation. to say nothing of depriving
themselves and their families of the
necessities of life to keep up thlr
payments with the Captain.
Ganders—Sanborn 258; Patrick
255 Grimes 233; Bickford 228; The
Goose 270; Total 1244.
Skippers—Peterson 268. Anderson
234, Adams 236. Young 237, Guilford
252, total 1227.

To

gether unbeatable—you have much to give each other

—much to give the world!

KEY TO THE FOUR FREEDOMS—A FREE PRESS'

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TOWN OF OWL'S HEAD
1944
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
In accordance with Chapter 13. Sec.
70. R S 1930. as amended, the Asses
sors of the Town of Owl's Head hereby
give notice to all pesons .iable to
taxation In said town, that they
will toe ln session at Town Hall, ln
said town, on the First Day of April,
at 1 00 to 4 00 p. m. for the purpose of
revising lists of the polls and estates
taxable ln --aid town.
Resident Owners
AM inhabitants of the Town of
Owl’s Head. Maine, and all Adminis
trators. Executors. Trustees, etc., of all
estates taxable tn said town of such
persons are hereby notified to MAKE
AND BRI NO INTO THE ASSESSORS
TRUE AND PERFECT LISTS OF
THEIR POLLS AND ALL THEIR ES
TATES. REAL AND PERSONAL, not by
law exempt from taxation, of which
they were possessed on the first day
of April. 1944. and be prepare to make
oath to the truth of the same and to
answer all preper Inquiries in writing
as to the nature, situation and value
of their property liable to be taxed.
Estates Distributed
And when estates of persons de
ceased have been distributed during
the past year, or have changed hands
tom any cause, the Executor. Admin
istrator. or other persons Interested,
are hereby warned to give notice of
such change, and in default of such
notice will be held under the law to
pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over.

Persons Doomed

And any resident owner who neg
lects to comply with this notice ls
thereby barred of hls right io make
application to the ASSESSORS or the
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, for any
abatement of his taxes, unless he of
fers such list with hls application and
satisfies them that he was unable to
offer it at the time appointed.
B.ank schedules will be furnished
at the Assessors' Office on application.
EINO J. ANDERSON
J oana knowlton.
JOHN GARNETT.

Assessors.
Date posted: March 24. 1944.

91 76

then heard a report on the two ' tions pertaining to the boats. Some
teams standing from Lions Drew of the Lions and their guests exand Adams.
l pressed the hope that Mr. RichardDue to the general confusion and I son blight be able in the near fu
crowded conditions it was a bit ture to get together the data for
{ a similar talk on the bay steamers,
hard to get the matter of guests and
. or the Rockland-Vinalhaven Line
members-straightened out and the
The guest register showed the
scores turned in at the meeting
following present: From Vinalha
were somewhat at variance from
ven, S. L. Winslow, E. M. Hall, Lesthe scores as checked up the fol
j lie Stlnson.f J. Owen Roberts. Freelowing day. A big argument de I man Young, Rev. C. S. Mitchell.
veloped over King Lion Ed's de
I Hollis Burgess. Andrew Bennett,
cision that the new member present
Capt. George Lawry, Max Conway,
should count in attendance for the
Freeman Roberts. George White,
side that had secured him. but the
Alfred Greenlaw, H. A. Townsend.
matter was finally pushed to a con
Maurice Brown, Henry Anderson,
clusion over Captain Drew’s pro Leon H. Arey; and Albert Osgood
tests. The final tabulation of from Quonsett Point, R I., Norman
scores follows:
Johnson and Torn Pushky, both of
Capt. Drew’s team—10 members
the U. S. Navy.
present. 10 guests present, one mem
ber absent, net for the evening, 225
SWAN’S ISLAND
points. Last week 230 points. Grand
The Women’s Division of Chris
total. 455 points.
Capt. Adams’ team—nine mem tian Service met Thursday after
bers present, 10 guests present, two noon at the home of Mrs. Nettie
members absent, one new member, Milan.
at 200 points, making a net for the
The Gospel Song Service was held
evening of 390 points. In addition, last Thursday night at the home of
by order of the court, he was award Mr. and Mrs. Fiank Bridges.
ed 10 points for the attendance of
Mrs. Charles Kent returned home
the new member, the decision that last Wednesday from
Portland
will go down in Lion history as
where she visited her daughter for
“The Great Robbery." One hun
a.month.
dred and eighty-five points from
last meeting made a grand total of zSchools have closed for a thr^o
weeks vacation.
585 points.
Mrs. Frank Bridges went last Sat
At the conclusion of the busi
urday
to Bangor to visit Mr. and
ness meeting Lion Drew introduced
as the speaker of the evening John Mrs. Isa Reed. She was accompa
M. Richardson, business manager nied by Mrs Carl F Hall and son
of The Courier-Gazette, who gave David, who will visit her parents,
his very interesting and instructive Mr and Mrs. William D. Hays.
talk on “Steamboat Lore of the Pe
Maynard Herrick and Austin
nobscot.” Mr. Richardson traced Joyce have returned home after
the history cf steam navigation on spending the Winter in Rockland.
the Penobscot from its earliest in Mrs. Herrick stopped in Bernard to
ception right up to the time that visit her sister, Mrs. diaries Hard
he made the last trip down the river ing and mother. Mrs. Adella Trask.
on the “City of feelfast,*’ the trip
Mrs Lilia Moulden went on the
that signified the end of the glori mainland last Tuesday to visit, her
ous steamboat days on the Pe daughters in Ellsworth and Bucks
nobscot.
port.
During the course of his talk he
Mrs. Lena Torry returned to
brought out many amusing and odd
Rockland last Saturday after spend
bits of information about the dif
ing the Winter with her daughter,
ferent boats, such as the one that
Mrs. Everett Lemoine.
had the wooden boiler, another that
George Tainter, who is now liv
simply would not behave, and was
constantly getting into trouble ing in Rockland, recently passed a
along with the most striking char few days with his parents, Mr. and
acteristics of most of the boats Mrs. Fred Tainter.
Calvin Stockbridge has returned
that made this famous Bangorhome
after spending the Winter in
Boston run, as well as some of the
more interesting points of their Schenectady, N. Y.
Miss Betty Jean Osborne, who is
captains.
going
to High School in Bar Harbor
All in all Mr Richardson held
is
here
on a vacation with her
his audience for more than half an
mother,
Mrs. Ruth Osborne. She
hour and at the close he was
given a big hand of applause. After has two guests from Bar Harbor.
his talk a question hour was held Miss Mary Whitcomb and Miss Jo
in which he answered many ques- anne Libby.
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Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
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HORIZONTAL
1-Brook
6-Hawaiian food
9-Gem stone
13- Surfaces
14- To duplicate
15- For fear that
16- Receiver of a gift
17- Makes a mistake
18- Make lace
19- The gannet
21- Residence (abbr.)
22- A charm
23- An insect
25- ln like manner
26- Mischievous child
28- Part of a circle
29- Removes the skin
31-Want
33-Pertaining to
Sabellius
36-Part of the legs
38- Etruscan god
39- Pig pens
41-lnterpret
44-Otherwise
46- Slashes
47- River in Russian
T urkestan
49- Sainte (abbr.)
50- Rupees (abbr.)
52-Scout

n

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
53- Growing out
16-Performers
54- Greek letter

19— Mineral spring

56- ^Assists

20- Staggers

57- Child’s protective

23- "hief Babylonian

cioth
59-Relieve
51- Solitary

jod
24— Choice part of

52- Window glass

26- r'ting fluid
27- Peeks
29- Fitting
30- Navi(,ates
32-Apportions
34— Sheep cry
35- Young birds
37-Small shears
40-Look
42- Boil r eyelid
43- Excite
,
45-Crawls
48-Pronoun
r

society

63- Chicf officer
64- Scope
55- Resting

place

56- Turkish ruler
67-Dimmest
VERTICAL
1- A

condiment

2- Mar.ner ofyderting
with

3- Recline
4- Dine

5- Secause

51-Gaze

53-BI k
55- On the ocean
7- Ajar
56- To the sheltered
8- Anger
side
9- Lyric poem
57- A scourge
*
10- Cry o a cat
58- A ve^ *able
11- Land measure (pi.) '"■’-Superlative suffix
12- A task
61- lncreasa
14-Calls of lists of
62- Chum
names
64—Egyptian god
6- Pertaining to

punishment

imiiwjTiacrmrn:

CROSSWORD PUZZLES...
The KIND you want...
WHEN you want ’em!
Why wait 'til tomorrow? Get the
Spring issue of FIFTY CROSS
WORDS Magazine (15«)—now on
the stands! Includes “Diagram
less". . . “FiU-In" puzzles . . . Cryp
tegrams ... a Maze . . . “Count
the Cubes". . . $75 Prize Contest
. . • other features
Or—DIME CROSSWORDS (HR)

—40 puzzles of medium difficulty.
nn

Cryptograms. Cross Figure Puzzle
. . . other features.
Also CROSS-WORDS ft. CON
TEST NEWS (15»)—36 crossword
puzzles and unique "How to-Win“
Contest News Section.
For more difficult puzzles, try
AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIP
CROSSWORDS (25«)— 52 largesize crossword puzzles
Get them at your newsstand today!
HARLE PUBLICATIONS, INC.
21$ Fourth Avenue. New York 3, N.Y.
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MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ZX zX. ZX

,

Tel. 2340

TeL 113-3

The 25th craft to be launched
Mr. and Mrs. M. Banes Stanley
frem
the Camden shipyard since
cf Bath visited Sunday with* Mr.
the
w'ar
beg3n went overboard Sat
arid’ Mrs. Henry Stanley.
Ti: T i: • Di ‘rict Council meets urday forenoon. It was a Naval
Thur. day at the Legion hall in rescue tug and was christened by
Waldoboro.
Luncheon will be Miss Edna Fuller, secretary to the
served at 12.20 and business meet yard’s personnel manager, Henry
I Eickiord.
ing at 1 30.
Cary W. Bek, vice president, said
Miss Janet Henry, who teaches
school at Ncrth Waterford, arrived i the yard was working to obtain
eatuiday to spend a week’s vaca ! contracts’ for civilian craft, and it
tion with her mother Mrs. Mary began to lock as if some cvilian
• boats would be built following com
Henry.
Mis; Barbara Sullivan, who has pletion of naval contracts. War
bonds were awarded to. Fred S.
cmployn. nt at Tcgus, was week
end guest of her parents, Mr, and Gray of the linoleum shop for mak
ing a new type cutter for that ma
Mrs. Harry Sullivan.
Tin Pythian Circle will meet Frl- terial and to Milton Ames for a
(ay at the K P. hall at 1 o'clock. special cutter for fibreglas inshlaFach member is to take something tion. Lt. John Pfeffer, engineer
for a picnic supper. At 7 o’clock from Bath, who works on the en
theie is an important rehearsal of gines of these big ships was given
the offi ■ rs and degree staff, In a special yard award of two extra
pr r-n." prat ion for initaion at , the pieces of gold braid and was styled
by Vice President Bok, “Captain
next meeting.
z
The Motor Corps ia planning a
rumma p . de in May, definite to those observers who completed
c.
will bi announced. Anything the Third Air Craft Recognition
is acceptable. These having art- Class. Further classes will be an
clcs they would like to give please nounced. Admission free.
Oliver Johnson, who has been
phone 153 , 234 cr 59-2
passing the last three months at
Roy li. Bell, State Vice Com
Daytona Beach, Fla, has returned
mander of the. American Legron
j home.
end 1 i,sin 1.ei;"h of Camden.
Edtwin Leach, a student at Kim
Executive Committeeman from
ball Unicn Academy, is^ spending
i
JC
tended a meet in •,
the Spring vacation with his par
of ;h< I>t r.u: tmc-sit Executive Coments,
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F.
n.tte, Sun iay. it. the Hotel North.
Leach.
ALgusta.
Miss Thirza McQuarrei left Sat
Alfred 1) Stanley. Cox. USNR.
urday
for Portland, for a week's
of Monh gan. t sited his uncle at.cl
vist
with
her sister Mrs. Anna Brai nt, Mr : nel Mrs. Henry’ Stanley,
' zier.
r
Air. Stanley lias made live trips
Arcana.
Lodge
will
have
a
supper
overseas.
A nu ting will, be held April 13. ! Wednesday at 6 30, furnished by
[ the Sisters and installtit.cn will fol
in Wafts hall, at which the Ground
Observer Corps, of the First Fight- low th2 supper. The Pythian Sis
i r Command, will show colored ters are invited to attend.
Walter J. Strong cf Thcmaston
movin'_r pi turcs cf the invasion of

Strong-Shepherd
and Miss Eonnnie Rue Shepherd of
Laurel, Miss., were married March
10, at .the Baptist Church at
Hyattsville. Md., by Rev. Henry Os
good.
Miss Shepherd is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs .James
R. Shepherd of Laurel. The maid
cf honor wras Miss Priscilla J,
Stalker of Grand Island, Neb.;
the best man, Frank Trimmer cf
Ponca City, Okla.
The bride was employed at the
office cf Defense Transportation
at Washington, D. C. Mr. Strong
is of the Air Transpport Command
and had been with the African
Corps. He was a graduate of Colby
Ccllege.
Mr. and Mrs. Strong went cn a
trip to New York/after the cere
monies. They are now visiting Mr.
Strong’s parents, Mr. t and Mrs.
Wilbur Strong on Knnox street.

North Air: a and give certificates

WANTED - - r

STATE

Vie have many inquiries from
wlio want to buy or
rent MAINE PROPERTY, If
you have a farm, summer cot
tage, villag ' hopie, or small busi
ness for sale (or rent), write to
day lor information. We will
help you find a buyer.
pro poets

Dept. Y, Real Estate
Service Division

MAINE PUBLICITY
BUREAU
Portland 4, Maine

Mrs. Annie V. Creamer
Private funeral services were
held Friday at the Daws funeral
home for Mrs. Annie V. Creamer,
74. widow cf James A. Creamer,
who died Wednesday at the heme
ci Mrs. Horace E. Keizer, Green
street, where she had been residing.
Rev. Hubert F. ‘Leach officiated.
Mrs. Creamer was bern in Cush
ing, March 7, 1870, daughter of
Thomas and Harriet Page Stone
and she had been a resident of this
town for many years.
Survivng are two sons, Roger
and Orrin, both tf Thomaston, a
grandson and a great-grandsen.
Burial will bs in Pleasant View
Cemetery in the Spring.

(A low-cos’ promotional service
• ntiu '. .1 in co-operation with
M
n real estate bro
kers and agencies).
21-26
C'.NTKYI. -SURETY 1 IKE CORPORA
TION
Kansas City, Missouri
As- t . Dec. 31. 1943
725.066 74
St 'ck- and Bonds.
?a0 776 13
Ca 'll in Office and Bank.
72 978 72
Afei’''
11.028 45
Ta.-’t-’t and Rents,
4.456 68
Ah other Assets,
$895 393 36
385 16
it. tns not admitted.

On,-s Assets
If. -: ; -

$895,008
Admitted,
lawbliltjes, Dec. 31. 1943
$68 201
Net Unpaid La- es.
176 642
Unearned Premiums.
66 976
All ot her I t '.hi.Lies,
250,04*0
C ash Capital,
Sairp'.tts O', tr a’.l Liabilities, 333 187

20

39
27
85
00
69

Tot al LtabtUtles and Sur$895,008 20
plus.
E C MORAN COMPANY. Inc.
State Agents
4:‘.i M-..1 S' act.
It.aik’.and, Maine
23 T 27

CENTRAL SURETY

•

DORCHESTER Mi ll YE Fll ,E INSI RANCE COMPANY
1 liberty square. Baa-ton . Mass.
Assets, Dec. 31. 1943
Real Rotate.
$23,200 00
Mortgage Leans,
68.275 00
545.344 50
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Off.je and Bank.
151,170 25
42.288 63
Agents Balances.
383 84
Bl’is Receivable.
Intere-E
Rents,
10.04 ^97

Admitted.
$11,610,993
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Loeves.
$4,510,123
Unearned Premium#
2.154.659
A.; ether Liabilities,
934.591
Cash Capital.
’ 1 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.011,619

75
02

37
36
80

T. ta; I.ijfbilitic-s'and Surptu-s.
x
$831,011 75
FRANK A. W’HEEI ER
lutiurance—All Forms
Rockland, Me.
23 T 27

I’Y'M

! XhUSAU MUTUAL AUTOMO

BILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Concord, New Hampshire
Assets Dee. 31, 1943 •
Rea! E-tate.
S43 866
Stock- Xitel Bonds.
548 1*28
Cash ; . Office Mnd Bank.
43 541
Agents Balances,
14.979
Interest and Rents.
2,879
A:: other A.-vcxs,
41.818
Gr ’ •

Ass-ts

items not admitted

D

$700 113 75
10 688 56

Admitted
$689,425
I.:,bi;:t s Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Leases.
$180,173
806
Unearned Premiums
All other Lla'olic. 1
5.1(13
1
.
S
.a- >e-

.
A

gards
nt

19

63
17
80

p dicyholders, OuarDtp,'-..-.

St. plus over

ali Liabilities,

132.273 61
371,062 98

46

62
11
19
00
54

Total Liabilities annd Sur
plus.
$11,510,993 46
i
E C MORAN COMPANY. Inc.
State Agents
Rcckland, Me
1 425 Main Street
.________________ _____________23-T-27
j
AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE COM
PANY
Watertown. New York
Assets. Dec 31. 1943
Real Estate.
309.828 58
Mort.4a»e Loans.
1.171.814 38
:

62
34
24
45
69
41

3?
80
93
13
89
07
15

Cross Assets.
$11,620 072 33
Deduct items not admitted,
9.078 87

Gross Assets,
$840,707 19
Tx-du. t items not admitted.
9 695 44

$831,011
Admitted,
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
Net U) 7>a:d I c-ses.
$26,203
U’-< timed Premiums.
355.383
AE a ther Liabilities.
16 551
Su s, - ott .r all Liabilities. 432.873

AND INSURANCE

CORPORATON

Kansas City, Missouri
Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
Rea! Estate.
$51,881
Mortgage Loans.
36 819
Stocks and Bonds.
9.404.833
Caah in Office and Bank.
939.329
Agents' Balances,
I.O2O 728
Interest and Rents,
70.747
A!1 other Assets,
95,732

I of the Camden Capital Fleet.”’
Raymond Gross spent the weekloft Baden-Baden.
Continued from Page One)
1 end in Bath, where he visited his
♦ ZX
ZX Z*S
-X ZX
'X Z\
zx
' parents. Mr ar.d Mrs. Emerton usually consisted of sandwiches of
They were allowed to attend both
E. A. CHAMPNEY
Gross.
black bread, in which were cold Catholic and Prostestant services at
Correspondent
Miss Jean Goodwin of the High cuts of cheeses. Seme would use Churches in Baden-Baden. This
ZX
ZN zx.
ZX zx
ZX zx
zx
School faculty spent the weekend in
was the same service that the
-Tel. 2229
food from the Red Cross hexes.”
Boston.
civilian
population
of
the
town
at

“We had a very enthusiastic
The now address is Peter Mc
Forrest McKinney, who has been
softball
league of four teams, in tended. For the most part- the '
Grath, Qm. 3c is: Submarine Unit
stationed
at Newport, R. I., is
Navy-134 Relief Crew % Fleet P. O. cluding 50 players, and cn those Americans held their own services
spending
a
few days furlough at
, teams were seme really good play at the hotel, with the singing of .
San Francisco.
heme.
Upon
his return he will go1
Sgt and Mrs. L. V. Johnson have ers tco. We played ball about two hymns, and reading from the script- ;
urcs for a half hcur Sunday morn- ! to New London, Conn., where he
returned to Waterville, after pass hours every day.”
will attend a submarine school.
ing a few days with her parents, Mr. I “There was a University among ings.
To
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
WKitccmb,
i
Dell Hyssong of Portland who has
j the group, which was called
and Mrs. Adin Hopkins.
while
interned,
was
born
a
son,
the
been
a surgical patient at Camden
'
“
Badheim
University,
”
which
was
Mr. and Mrs. Harcld Ames were
mother
during
confinement
being
Community
Hospital is now at the
organized
by
Philip
Whitcomb,
supper guests Saturday of Fred
at
a
German
Hospital
in
the
town.
home
cf
Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph H.
(free lance writer, and holder cf a
Rice.
“
We
were
not
restricted
as
to
Wilson,
West
street.
Rev. William E. Berger, chairman Rhodes Scholarship. This Unihours. We could sit up all night if
W G. Club will meet Thursday
of the board of Examining Chap- I versity had 69 instructors, the
we
wanted to. and get up in the ,I with Mrs. Mary Spear.
whole
time
there,
conducted
3,053
la.ns cf Maine attended a confer
morning when we wished
Of
The Twentieth Century Club will
ence cf Theological Seminary pro classes, with 168 courses, and
course
the
serving
cf
breakfast
,
fessors and examining chaplains averaged 8 students pdr class. Tire
stopped at 9:30, and if we wpre not { TIIE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
from the New England Diocese this instructors were nearly all college
Hartford, Connecticut
cn
hand we mis. ed that meal.”
graduates, holding degrees, who
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
week at the Bcston House.
Stocks
and
Bonds
$33,563,584.'
We
were
accustomed
to
four
j
A rescue tug built for the Navy knew what tljey were talking about.
C;Ch in Office and ltunk
1,675,480.
i
meals
a
day,
breakfast,
which
Agents’ Balances
3.641.2142
sponsored by Miss Edna Fuller, All kinds cf language courses were
Interest
and
Rents
111.416.; usually consisted of coffee, sugar, ' All other Assets
66,117.1
wno is secretary in the personnel offered. Of the eleven children
milk, one roll, with butter; lunch. ! Gross Assets
$39,057,812.'
interned
with
their
parents,
eight
manager’s office, was launched Friitems not admitted
410,095.!
on a meat day. a soup, a small i Deduct
were
cf
school
age,
and
these
in

Admitted
$38,647,716.9
ady.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1913
portion of roast beef, mashed
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 6.447,337.1
A utility sale will be held April 12 structors taught* them their lessons
potatoes,
spinach
or
some
ether
Unearned
Premiums
11.081.477.1
at the Congregational parish house too. Text books were those we had
All other Liabilities
•11,915.352.!
vegetable
with
the
potatoes.
On
Cash Capital
3,000,000.1
on hand, with some added from the
Surplus over all Liabilities
ti.173,548.!
Ilenry L. .Maker
Red Cross, and some bought in meatless days we would he served Total Liabilities and Surplus $38,647
fish. Fcr desert, fresh fruit in
Funeral .Services for Henry L. town.”
•Includes $8,209,097.26 Special Reserve.
season,
as
apples,
pears,
cherries,
Maker, 78, oldest past master ot
Chief Radioman Sidelinger then
ACCIDENT & CASUALTY INSURANCE
Amity Lodge and eldest past high exhibited his certificate or diploma grapes, raspberries, blackberries, and tf). OE WINTERTHUR. SWITZERLAND
U. S. BRANCH
priest of Keystone Chapter, who from the University, printed cn a a berry similiar to our blueberry; i
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Stocks
and
Bonds
$4.3S3.425.90
died Saturday, were held Monday single sheet of paper at Baden- ! no sugar if the fruit was fresh, if Uhsh in Office and Bank
266,096.51
620,799.48
from the Methodist Church, Rev. Baden, with the University ccatt cf cooked sweetened. Tea time was Agents’ Balances
Interest and Rents
26,807.92
W. P. Holman of Hallcwell, former arms at the upper left, the two between 3 and 5 PM., when we had All other Assets
<0327.35
$5,317,757.16
Gross Assets
pastor cf tiie local church, officiat words Sine Die’ included, and the black bread and tea or coffee, sugar, Deduct
items not admitted
1 14.339.62
'
milk,
jam,
and
the
dinner
hour
was
ing, assisted by Rev Ilenry Buekle- words, “This certifies that Sherwood
Admitted
$6,288,217.54
LIABILITIES D£C. 31. 1943
man.
G. Sidelinger has satisfactorily i at 7:45. when our luncheon meal was Net Unpaid Losses
$1,347,047.81
J, 166,036.02
We were- Unearned Premiums
Bearers were D. J. Dickens, Dr. completed a course of stury at tiie 'somewhat repeated.
220.113.71
All other Liabilities
served German beer and bottled Cash Capital
856.000.00
Lee Dickens. George H. Thomas and University.”
1,650,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
Fred Owen. Mr Maker a native ol
Signatures ot the officials of tiie mineral waters with our meals.”
$5,233,217.51
Totui Liabilities and Surplus
“We had an epidemic of grippe in
South Thomaston, had been a mem University also held their places on
PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
ber of the Methodist Church for 50 the front of the certificate, and in January, and confined to our rooms
Cimrord, New Hampshire
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
years and had taught a Sunday cluded among the instructors names while ill, were attended by Dr.
Stocks and Bonds
$.741,896.18
Stuart,
tiie
Red
Cross
doctor.
”
School class fcr 40 years.
Cash
in
Office
and Bank
72,399.99
was that of Ruth Hunt Thompson
Agents'
Balances
13,144.13
Chief Radioman 'Sidelinger en Interest and Rents
He leaves a widow, Mrs. Maude cf Bangor, wife of Tyler Thomp
6,097.21
20,472.53
Dearborn Maker, a brother, George son, a department officer in the listed in’the US Navy, Aug. 4, 1931. All other Assets
1- y \ at ta
$654,010.04
of Salem Depot, N. H., and three Embassy in Vichy, Heading the He attended a radio school at
Adm
.
$654,010764
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913
nieces, Mrs. John Hague of Saldn list was Philip Whitcomb, free Hampton Roads, Va. He served five Net Unpaid
Losses
$ 16,718.41
188,035.89
Depot, Mrs. Maud Simpson of lance writer, as president; dean of ; years on the cruiser Louisville Unearned Pri miums
All other Liabilities
30,578.08
North Haven and Mrs. Vivian men, Harold C Stuart, MD. of the | reaching the rank of radio operator, Surplus over all Liabilities
418,677.64
Brown cf South Thomaston.
Rockefeller Foundation, who had second class, and previous to taking Thai Liabilities and Surplus $654,010.04
beeen doing research w’ork for Red the post in Vichy, in 1941, served a
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Ethel Knight Fisher
Hartford. Connecticut
Cross in France; dean of women, j tour cf duty with the Navy at Wash- j
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1913
Services for Ethel Knight Fisher,
Real Estate
$ 81,512 ,518.44
Laura Loyson, with the Friends ' Ington. D. C. where he was promoted Mortgage
Loans
159.311 ,792.01
5C. who died Friday night after a
:
to
Radiomoo
first
class.
His
only
Stocks and Bonds
881.819 ,134.59
brief illness were held Monday in Sendee Committee in France; Rob i brother, Leonard, is aviation chief Cash in Offic - anil Bank
11,813 ,374.11
ert Cunningham, BSc, state depart
Interest anil Rents
6.428 ,901.18
Yitr home at 12 High street with
Assets—Accident Dept. 182,186 ,388.74
ment employee; Thomas Kernan, ; machinist mate, in the USN, in Gross
All other Assets
104,673, 927.70
Rev. Winfield Witham of the Con
which he enlisted Jan. 8, 1940, and
Gross Assets
$1,327,778, 336.77
MA,
a
Red
Cross
Worker,
and
form

gregational Church officiating. She
' whom he has not seen for 6’i years, Deduct items not admitted 11.962, • - 1
Admittnl
£1.313.813
was born in Wiscasset but had been erly a designer in Paris; registrar, j He lias two sisters, Mrs. Earl Smith
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, ITO
a resident here for the past 35 Elizabeth Most, Red Cross Worker,
Nt-t Unpaid Losses
$
300 ,460.13
! cf Warren, and Miss Leona Side Unearned Premiums
2.904 ,774.10
years and was an employe of the wife of Mel Most, Associated Press
-Accident Dept.
113,645, 096.12
linger, clerk in the post office in Liabilities
All other Liabilities
1,111,647,.885.43
Kncx Woolen Co. She was a mem- Representative; secretary, Mar
Cash
Capital
.
.
20,000 ,000.00
Newcastle.—By Alena Starrett
Surplus over all Liabilities
67,317,457.83
_____
• cr of the Scribbler’s Club of Rock guerite Marie Wartel, State De
partment
clerk;
R.
W.
Ritchie
also
Total
Liabilities
port and Camden and contributed
and Surolus
$1,315,815,6-3 03
Citizens Insurance Company
poetry to the Magazine section of a member of the Friends Service
of
N
cyv
Jersey
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Committee.
.,
the Lewiston Journal.'
Flemington, N. J.
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Sherwood
had
taken
first
aid,
Concord. New Hamipshire
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
She is survived by her mother.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
0 .
Real Estate............................ $
beginners
German,
advanced
French
$ 55.S61.76
Mrs. Ida Trufant Knight, a daugh
Mortgage Loans
0
Mortgage Loans...................
•.1,950.00
Collateral Loans
0
and
Bible
study.
He*
found
German
Collateral
Loans
..................
961,520.73
ter, Elizabeth Dodge of Boston, a
Stocks and. Bonds
3.209.006.0(1
Stocks and Bonds . . . ?.
104,94
1.11
Cash in Office and Banl^
723,244.33
in Office and Bank . .
son, Ensign J. Alvis Fisher of the language a difficult lan^iage in Cash
20,524.83
Agents' Balances
40,248.53
Agents'
Balances
...................
7,303.12
Interest and Rents
0
Bills Receivable...................
U. S. Maritime Service; three sis deed.
27,914.94
All other Assets
12,039.54
Interest and Rents ....
Of
the
147
interned
at
Baden$1,187,984.82
0
ters. Mrs. Philip Conley cf Haver
All other Assets. .....
Gross Assets
$1,187,984.82
Gross Assets................... $3,984,538.40
Admitted
hill, Mass., Martha Knight of Bcs Baden, he has for a souvenir an
3,344.80
Deduct items not admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913
autograph
book
containing
in
add

Net Unpaid Losses
$ 20,898.05
ton and Mrs. Philip Leonard ctf
Admitted....................... $3,981,193.60
Unearned Premiums
Camden, and two brothers, Frank ition to their signatures, their
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1043
All other Liabilities
Surplus to Policyholders
_ _ 900.6.>.>.0.i
$200,033.44
Net Unpaid Losses ....
Knight cf Bridgeport, Conn., and places of residence, and many have
1 ncarned Premiums. . . .
504,020.51
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,187,984.82
more
than
one.
36,906.37
All other Li abilities ....
Arthur Knight of Camden.
1,000,OOO.(M)
Capital............................
Connected w’ith this Badheim Cash
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
Surplus over all Liabilities .
2,240.233.28
Class Parts Announced
New York, New York
University was quite a library, the
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,981,193.60
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
21-T-25
3,825.010.:
Graduations parts were an internees having collected by tiie
Real Estate
376,083.
Mortgage Loans
nounced March 10 by Principal time they left, aver 1,000 books AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO. Stocks
96,602.097.1
and Bonds
20.681.229.1
Cash in Office and Bank
Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
Carlton P. Wood. Valedictorian is for it. Many were donated by the
9.983,784.Agents’ Balances
' Stocks and Bonds,
$6,953,143 94
233.172.:
Interest and Bents
Minetta Johnson with an average Red Cress, others were bought in i Cash in' Office and Bank.
^1.503.2! 7.;
636.444 45
All other Assets
509,353 25
of 96 62. Miss Johnson is a com Baden-Baden, and others were : /.rents' Balances,
$133,261,622.!
Gross Assets
39 264 71
1.157,722.
Receivable,
Deduct items not admitted
mercial student. She has been a loaned by the members. For maga | Bills
36.724 00
Interest and Rents,
Admitted
$132,106,900.82
22.663 62
member cf the band and orchestra zines there were a few .“Reader’s All other Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 13,486,728.00
fcr four years and also the Glee Digests,". The librarian was Mrs.
$8,197,593 97
Gross Assets,
Unearned Premiums
49,067,668.00
'
Deduct
items
not
admitted.
256.154
30
All
other
Liabilities
6,305,365.5.!
Club. She is a member of the Fed Jeanette If: ng, wife of Herbert King
Cash Capital
15,000,000.00
$7.941,43d 67
Surplus over all Liabilities
48,247.13!*.29
Admitted.
eration Junior Orchestra and for of United Press, who had worked in
- Total Liabilities and Surplus $132,106,900.82
Liabilities, Dec. 31 . 1943
mer member and scretary of the the American Library in Paris. All
<
--------$418,764 00 ■
Net Unpaid Losses,
Girl's Hi-Y.
2.84G.739 58
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
books bought and those loaned by Unearned Premium.",
208.054 00
ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY DEPT.
ether Liabilities,
Salutatcrian, Evelyn Small, is the Red Cross were turned over All
Hartford. Connecticut
1.000 000 00
Cash Capital,
DEC. 31, 1913
also a commercial student. She has when they loft, to the Swiss govern Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.467.882 09 Baa) Esta: ASSETS
■
$
3S4.5 3.27
Mortgage I-oans
443,071.95
an average cf 95.40. She is a mem ment for use by American prisoners Total Liabilities and SurBonds and Stocks (Book Value) 30,113.797.29
$7,941,739 67
plus.
ber of the Glee Cluh and the Girl’s of war in Germany.
Cash in Office and Bank
5,872.981.41
EDWARD W. BERRY. & CO.. Agents.
Agents’ Balances
3,787.864.88
Hi-Y.
The personal radios in possession 40 Broad. St .
Rockland Me
Bills Receivable
25.206.81
25 T-29
Interest and Rents
168,848.81
Other ranks are: 95.10, Esther of the internees were seized but re
All other Assets:
«*
Accident & Liability Dept.
12,627.706.22
Pease; 94 42, Flora Pearse; 94, Nellie turned to their owners when Fhey
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
Life Department
889,193,990.27
Hartford. Conn.
Ames; 93.30, Philip Wentworth;
Gross Assets
$9 40,768,060.80
Asfxts, Dec. 31, 1943 *»
’ INSURANCE
Deduct items not admitted
’ _ 31*5.218.83
ces Dailey; 90.70, Helene Foster; AMERICAN EMPLOYERS
$345,464
04
P
’
-al
E.-.tate.
COMPANY
Admitted Assets
$940,372,811.97
5
609
389
69
Stocks
and
Bonds,
93.04. Sidney McKeen; 92 40, Fran110 Milk St.. Boston, Mass.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
4.55.678 34
Cash in 'office arid Bank.
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 14,381,448.92
Assets, Dec. 31. 1943
90.40, William True; 89.70. James
.592.509 S7
Agents' Balances,
Unearned Premiums
4,568,492.63
'Stocks and Bonds.
$15,944,377 06 Interest and Rents.
- 20.664 68
Ali oth r Liabilities:
Ball; 83 83. Frederick Heald; 88 82, Cash in Office and Bank. 1,709.975 47 All oth£r Assets,
71,697 74
Accident & Liability D,-pt.
4,485,016.55
In course cf colCofxeha Duffy; 82 20, Audrey Gras Premiums
1 if.* D, partment
lection.
4
■ 2.094.505 30
$6,905 404 37
Gross Assets,
Cash Capital
•
, 15,000.000.00
sow; 83 05, Dorothy Rc bbins; 88 Interest and Rents,
57,221 03
Surplus over all Liabilities
34,479J)3'*.30
D- duct items not admitted. 112.191 52
374,648 44
Total Liabilities and Surplus $940,372,841.97
Charlotte Lunn; 83, Walter Wads All other Assets,
$6.793 212 85
Admitted,
Gross Assets.
$20,180 727 30
worth; 87.40, Thelma Judkins; 8i 30
Liabilities. Dec 31 1943
THE AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
Deduct Items not admitted. 617.215 80
Newark, New Jeu6ey
$209,014 00
I Net Unpaid Losses.
Edward Burke: 86. Richard Anise;
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
2.330 319 36
Admitted.
$19,563,511 50 Unearned Premiums,
8G10. Louis Nuecio; 85. Erwin
$ 3,368,043.47
Real Estate
173.469 60
j All Other Liabilities,
Liabilities, Dec. 31. 1943
1,074.538.26
Mortgage Loans
Cash Capital.
1.090.000 00
Fitzgerald.
32.114.859.17
$7,611,084
00
Net Unpaid Losses.
Stocks and Bonds
| Surplus over all Liabilities. 3.029,909 39
*
5,152.691.32
4
394.332
78
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
Unearned Premiums,
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SOUTH HOPE

Voluntary Reserve.
All other Liabilities,
Oish Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

1.620.697
1.437.396
1 000.000
3.500 000

80
92
00
00

Total Liabilities and Surplus.
$6,793,212 85
EDWARD W BERRY & CO Agents,
40 Broad St.,
Rockland Maine
1
25 T 29

School Notees
Sr. Patrick’s Day was cose rved by Total Liabilities and Sur
$19,563,511 50
girls wearing green. A program plus.
IHE UNITED STATES BRANCH of
25-T-29
THE LONDON ASSURANCE
consisting of songs, poems and reel
93 John Street, N. Y.
United States Branch
Collateral Loans.
26 500 00 'd tions was given by these pupils. NORWICH UNION FIRE INSURANCE
Assets, Dec. 31, 1943
Stocks and Bonds.
12.611.208 26
SOCIETY, LIMITED
Mortgage Loans.
Betoe
Brcwn.
Jackie
Reynolds,
9 000 00
Ci.ah in Office and Bank,
2.431.933 46
Stocks and Bond?.
8.924.234 55
Assets, Dec. 31, 1943
Agents' Ba’nnces.
1 066.654 06 IXaire Crabtree. Dirk Brown, Rob1,234 nil 35
$175,000 00 Cash in Office and Bank
Real Estate.
Bills Receivable,
20.928 83
465.439 53
5.794.154 91 Agents' Balances.
rt Littlehale. Marie Campbell, Stocks and Bonds.
Interest and Rents,
50.646 13
24 945 45
533.694 39 Bills Receivable.
In Office and Bar.k.
All other Assets,
494.002 60
L.’hard Meservey, Lawrencee Mer- Cash
interest
and
Rents,
29.707 94
816.007 13
Agvnts' Balances,
Ali
ether
Assets,
127
415 88
79 71
Grees Assets.
$18,183,516 30 ■ ifleld. John Crabtree. Charles F3r- BV.ls Receivable.
30 047 25
Interest and Rents.
Deduct items not admit
Gross Assets.
$10 844.754 71
.ier. Miss Fiances A. Crooker, AU other Assets,
123.816 90
ted.
’
279.230 41
Deduct items not admitted.
63.584 91
cacher. had interesting stunts for Gross Assets.
$7,292,800 29
Admitted.
$17,904,285 89
Admitted.
$10,781,169 80
L. 102.515 ¥
he children, for which prizes were
Liabilities, Dec 31, 1943
LiabUlties Dec. 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Losses,
$2.156 583 95
iven.
x
Admitted.
$7,199,285 08 Net Unpaid L
$1 660 242 82
es.
Unearned Premiums,
6,788.294 00
1943
Unearned Premiums.
3.337.995 37
All other Liabilities,
1.338.618 82
School
closed
Friday
for
the
East701.324 45
Cash Capital,
,
3 000.000 00
$1,150,746 07 All ether Liabilities.
Net Unpaid Losses,
500.000 00
1 vacation of two weeks.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 4,620.789 12
3.822.768 28 Deposit Capital.
Unearned
Premiums,
z
All ether Liabilities,
3S2.9O6 11 Surplus over -all Liabilities 4.581 403 66
Befce Brcwn and Dirk Brown have Deposit Capital,
Total Liabilities and Sur
100,000 oo
plus,
$17,901,285 89
1.023.864 49 .Total Liabilities and- Surlot bren absent the past two terms. Su-pl’.i' over ail LiabihUes, 1.023.E64
$10,781,169 80
TluSs
FRANK A. WHEELER

ROCKPORT

1.970.345.41
Agents' Balances
34.298.62
Bills Receivable
73,842.( 4
Interest and Rents
1.174,903.07
All other Assets ,
$15,268^21.36
Gross Assets
3.148,699.68
Deduct items not admitted
ZZmitted
$42,111,821.68
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid l.osses
$ 4,863,326.82
Unearned Premiums
17,359,256.4 »
All other L bilities
2,969,524.82
Cash Capital
. .
Surplus ovf a'l Liabilities
13.5«8,94"
Total Liabi. ..es and Surplus $42,114,82L$8

NATIONAL-BEN FRANKLIN FIRE INS.
Q1MPANY OF PITTSBURGH. PA.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1913
R-al Estate ’
$ 260.100.00
Mortgage Loans
386.864.07
Stocks anil Bonds
3.685.095.89
Caih in Office and Bank
352.370.69
Agents’ Balances
493,167.16
Bills Receivable
14,804.47
Interest and Rents
23,675.56
All other Assets
26,914.87
Gross Assets
i6,212.W'2.62
Deduct items not admitted
105,135.13
Admitted
$5,187,857.49
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1943
i 449,804.31
Net Unpaid Losses
2,102.630.00
Unearned Premiums
190.319.09
All other Liabilities
1,000,000.00
Cash Capital

GeorVn
meet with ''Mrs. Hazel Cain Friday. Wednesday with Mrs.
Rhcdes.
This will be a business meeting.
The Baptist Circle will meet this
Miss Marjorie Brodis has re
week
with Mrs. Maude Carleton.
turned heme from Fairfield where
she spent several months.
Read The Courier-Gazette
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Miss Marion Weid
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
man.
Hartford, Connecticut
The Red Cross rooms will be open
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Tuesday afternoon and evening for
Real Estate... $3,259,664.41
Mortgage Loans.
607,155.98
work on surgical dressings.
Collateral Loans.
15.000.(M>
Stocks and Bonds .... 118,654.314.70
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clough
Cash in Office and Batik . . 16,840,262.96
Agents' Balances. 7,681,870.20
and daughter Beverly of Rockland
Bills Receivable...................
171,145.58
Interest and Rents
...
326,754.94
were in town Sunday, calling on
til (It tier Assets...................
187.174 1*0
friends.
Grow Assets .... $14 7,743,312 r
645.257
Deduct items not admitted
Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C., will
Admitted...................$147,098,084.87
meet Friday with Mrs. Alice Simon
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943
ton, Church street.
Net Unpaid Losses
$9,060,008.28
4 1.991,105341
Unearned Premiums. . .
Miss Althea Joyce returned Sun
19,046.970 <19
All other Liabilities . . .
day to resume her studies at Far
12.000. (MtO. OO
Ca9h Capital.......................
65.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
mington Normal School.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $147 .098.084.87
The Junior Ladies Aid will meet
21-T-25

"f*

$13,158.089.71
Gross Assets
604316.. 3
Deduct items not admitted
$77,553,279.01
Admitted
. LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1913
$ 5,009.028.54
Net Unpaid Losses
3.492,281.46
Unearned Premiums
947.040.31
All other Liabilities
1 500.000.00
Cash Capital
17601,928.70
Surplus over ail Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $12,553,279.01
Rockland
Cochran Baker & Cross

lb

s Da ni□a
SaturiJay 1 rc ni
gan )r tw 0 Wt
which she u
enr;.t!:.Tcmen

anm 1 n
-C“■iiib •
Held ( ni Si iti
1, at a 30, a t th<
o5. in L. S
dent of tl
Street,
Y(
!•> F i'•it
Tea wj
rv.
Wunif n’s

^1

A

$31,579,

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 9,541,!
Unearned Premiums
7,021,'
All other Liabilities
1,928,1
Cash Capital
2,000,(
Surplus over ail Liabilities
11,087,'
Total Liabilities and Surplus $31,579,1

Con tingency Reservi

AJfn
pn/fl ’

JJ

•
lie V,
xg
Edwin Posit of
Rockla nd.

STANDARD EIRE INSI RANCE
COMPANY OE HAKTEORD
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Bonds & Stocks iBook Value) $6,530,911 63
('ash in Office and Bank
528.812.71
Premium Balances
532,304.80
Bills Receivable
10,044.69
Interest and Rents
23,705.00
All other Assets
83,945.01
Grose Assets
$7,709,753.96
Deduct items not admitted
404,821.07
A<lniit’<(l
$7,304,932.89
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 465,863.96
Unearned Premiums
3,159,209.05
All other Liabilities
187,638.34

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE INS. •CO.
St. Louis, Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1913
Storks and Bonds
$21,447.
flash in Office and Bank
5,673.Agents' Balances
2,912,:
Bills Receivable
7,i
Interest and Rents
21,!
All other Assets
_L594,i
Gross Assets
$31,656,’
Deduct items not admitted
_77.!

d

Mrs>. Pre‘d
tain EFA C
roon at he»r ho

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE
COMPANY’ OF PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia, Pennslyvania
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1913
Real Estate
$ 159,294.98
Mortpape Loans
32,771.63
Stocks and Bonds
3.784,483.39
Cash in Office and Bank
286.236.29
Apenth’ Balances
215,287.81
Interest and Renta
5,617.24
All other Assets
21O.01 ...?• •*
($mss Assets
$4,693,713.26
Deduct items not admitted
74,694.71
Admitt* d
$4,619,018.55
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
$ 278,958.00 ’
Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums
1,065.985.46
All other Liabilities
167.109.57
1.000,0(3*
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
2,106,9f
Total • Liabilities and Surplus $4,G19,01tF7»

THE METROlA)l.lTAN C ASUALTY
INS! RANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1913
$
11.024.41
Real Estate
875,366.48
Mortgage Loans
9,558.818.77
Stocks and Bonds
916.575.95
’Cash in Office and Bank
1.407,082.85
Agents’ Balances
39.450.40
Bills Receivable
73,047.31
Interest and Rents
<76,723.57
All other Assets

<

HX < LT h C< .
attend the me
ter'ested will bt
will be: Mxs.
Litsa Vaidavo
stead. Mrs. a
Julie IzCdCti, XI
Mrs. CarQiine
belle Rose, Mr
Grace Daniel:,
Stanley.

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
St. Lou**. Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Stocks anil Bonds
$4.59*3,681.49
Cash in Office and Bank
1,436.163.28
Agents’ Balances
988,419.41
Bills Receivable
2.184.35
Interest and Rents
12.195.8 4
All other Assets
22,500.09
Gross Assets
$6,054,144.37
Deduct items not admitted
30,207.49
Adrtftted
$i;.0'23.93ii>:
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1913
Net Uppaid Losses
$ 434.74*’ nw
Unearned Premiums
2,501,600.32
All other l.iabiliti.s
639.359.lill
Cash Capital
600,000.0'*
Surplus over all Liabilities
1,845,237.56
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,023,936.97

FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY
OP NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
•
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
$ 4.701.975.74
Real Estate
920.973.13
Mortgage Loans
81.888.696.82
Stocks and Bonds
2.530.993.07
Cash in Office and Bank
2.082,060.31!
Agents’ Balances
89.492.95
Bills Receivable
91.823.31
Interest and Rents
M20j518.90
All other Assets
$48,876,624^28
Gross Assets
682J
Deduct items not admitted
$42.798371.16
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
$ 3.855.465.50
Net Unpaid Losses
18.022,542.15
Unearned Premiums
8,032.935.24
All other Liabilities
9,897,690.00
Cash Capital
8,485,238.26
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $42,793,871.15
S. E. Norwood
Rocklahd
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Cash Capital
1,000,009.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
2,272,22L50
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,304,952.89
THE BALTIMORE AMERICAN INS. CO.
New Yiirk, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Real Estate
$ 122,117.90
Mnrtrrajxo Ix)ans
65,385.04k
Stocks and Bonds
66.117.11
417 los/tz
(’ash in Office and Bank
869,9
Ascents’ Balances
39.594.86
Interest anil Rents
30,146.(6*
All other Assets
' 3,091.10
$7,047^564.74
Gross Assets
Deduct items not admitted
__ 82.711.90
Admitted
$6,964,852.84
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943’
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 639,853.00
Unearned Premiums
2.282,652.00
All other Liabilities
126.308.27
Cash Capital
1,500,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
2.417,039.57
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,964,852.84

THE

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
COMPANY OF AMERICA
Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1913
$ 103.095.236.!
Real Estate
1,131,775,176.
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans fPoli.^ loans
and premium notes)
295,008,322.1
8,628.736.019.1
Slocks and Bonds
71,351.399.
Cash in Office and Hank
1.5!!'.
Agents' Balanc-s
47,025,552.)
Interest and Rents
98,996,330.1
All other Assets
Gross Assets
$3,375,992,587.:
Deduct items not admitted
2.012.670.1
Admitted
$5.S78379JH<j
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$
30,638,419.1
Unearned Premiums
25,991,631.<
All other I.ialiiliti- f
6,234.1 Hi.736.1
Surplus over all Liabilities
93.203.130.'
Total Liabilities and
$5,373,979,916 60
Surplus
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THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO. OF
HARTFORD. CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1943
Real Estate
$
1,27f.9t
Mortgage Loans
6.283.53
THE TRAVELERS FIRE INS. CO,
Bonds ami Stocks (Book Valu’d 30,399,602.12
Hartford, Connecticut
Cash in Office- and Bank
3.745,909.24
$32.51 1,091.91
Stocks and Bond
Premium Balances ■
2,977,849.39
2.265.98!). 18
Cash in Office and Bank
Bills Receivable
73,593.17
2,309,914.82 '« Interest and Rents
Agents’ Balances
99,098.34
143,018.33
Intefest and Rents
All Other Assets
95,285.
181.878.04
All other Assets
Gross Assets
$37.451,9.*7.WGro-s Assets
$37,414,892.81
Deduct it ms not admitted
998,136.Ft
Deduct items not admitted
139.911.1"
Admit!- d
: .. :
..7 J
Admitted
$$$,284,080.91
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Lossss
$ 5,013,923.26
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 8,196,274.00
Unearned Premiums
12,827,223.80
Unearned Premiums
20,055,877.11
All Oth r LiabUil es
l -1:::. 11
All other Liabilities
*6,166,088.35
Contingency Reserve
.
1.250,000.(08
Cash Capital
2.000,**00.00
Cash Capital
5,000,000.00
Surpips over all I.labilities
5,865,891.42
Surplus over all Liabilities
10.710,870.27'
Total Liabilities and Furplus $37,284,080.91
Total Liabilities and Surplus $36,153,860,53
•Includes $3,898,823.61 Special Reserve.

t
f

THE AETNA CASUALTY AM) SURETY
COMPANY
Hartford, Connecticut
ASJ3ETS DEC. 31, 1913
Real Estate
$ 1,748 ,663.24
180, ,269.34
Mortgage Loans
Bonds nnd Stocks I Book Value) 82,540 .539.3 4
6.197 ,683.68
Cash in Office and Bank
9,386 .419.85
Agents’ Balances
44 ,688.53
Bills Receivable and Suspense
337 ,128.42
Interest and Rents
391 ,810.42
All other Assets
$M'0,826,202.82
Gross Assets •
__ 76L227.82
Diduct items not admitted
$100,0612475.00
Amitted Asset?
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1943
$ 38,961.415.91
Net Unpaid Losses
22,524.625.28
Unearned Premiums
10,477,497.75
Ail other Liabilities
3.000.000.00
Cash Capital
25,098,436.06
Surplus over ail Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $100,061.975.09*
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INS. CO.
632 Beacon Street, Boston Massachusetts
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1948
Stocks and Honda
$2,310,!10.07
Cash in Office and Bank
600.44P.85
Interest and Rents
16.597.97
Ail other Assets
43,258.51
Gross Assets
$2,970,708.40
Deduct items not admitted
43,820.83

Admitted

$2,926,88

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Loams
$ 651.448.49
Unearned Premiums
1,209.763.48
All other Liabilities
181,180.54
Cash.Capital
260,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities ___ 631,495.06
Total Liabilities nnd Surplus $2,926,887.64

NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO.
New York, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
25.000.00
Real Esta te
3,625.00
Mortgage Loans
20,321.206.18
Stocks and Bonds
1,093,244.98
Cash in Office and Bank
188,608.86
Agents’ Balances
67,149.00
Interest and Rents
22,’’77.3 8
All other Ass ts
$21,720,!905.40
Gross Assets
234. 186.98
Deduct items not admitted
$21,486,718.42
Admit 'c I
T. 31. 1913
LIABILITIES DEC.
:,.313.0(!
$ 1,855,:
Net Unpaid Losses
7.09.3.00
6.787,
1
Unearned Premiums
310.;702.61
All other Liabilities
j ,000.00
t.o*'.
1
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities
-.718.12
Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,486.'
CALVERT FIKE l.NSt RANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Storks and Bonds
$ 3.249.674.39
Cash in Office and Bank
739,103.10
Agents’ Balances
111,468.67
Bills Receivable
891.26
Interest and Rents
14.120.44
Ail other Assets, Investment
ir Subsidiary
220,392.86
Gross Assets
$4,335,653.72
Deduct items not admitted
None
$4,335.65377$
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 238.907.00
763,806.05
Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
892,661.83

VAIUAZIS CCUF

COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INS. CO.
Newark, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Real Estate
694 .751.86
Mortgage Loans
1,913 ,404.05
Stocks and Bonds
8.1*24 .210.32
Cas' in Offiee and Bank
986 ,047.88
Agents' Balances
1.405 .147.90
Bills Receivable
119 .415.35
Interest and Rents
46 .247.04
All other Assets
121 .336.61
Gross Assets
$18,310 591 I I
Deduct items not admitted
492.889.45
Admitted
$12,817,701.56
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 . 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 4,504.094
Une-rned Premiums
3.514.392
All other Liabilities
1.098,489.57
Cash Capital
1.000,000.06
Surplus over all Liabilities
1.725.-Io
Total Liabilities and Surplus $i2?817.7til.5'i
S. E. Norwood
Rorkland
MILL OWNERS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF IOWA
Des Moines, Iowa
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Real Estate
$ 372.598.28
Mortgage Loans
22,000.00
Collateral Loans
660.00
Stocks and Bonds
2.3.37.086.87
Cash in Office and Bank
321,628.31
Agents’ Balances
257,552.97
Interest and Rents
24,829.28
All other Assets
28,4
Gross Assets
$3,864,801.69
Deduct items not admitted
88.606.tiG
Admitted
$.!..’76,l’.-5.( i
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1913
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 221.357.29
Unearned Premiunn
2.017.681.66
All other Liabili* 136.979.53
Surplus over cfl Liabilities
9oo.l77
Total Liabilities nnd Surplus $3,276,195
THE FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
ASSET S DEC. 31, 1943
$19,858,701.87
Stocks and Bonds
1,757,731.76
Cash in Office and Bank
117.073.43
Agents' Balances
83,799.72
Interest and Rent*
_ 12,167.65
Ali other Assets
$21,829,474.33
Gross Assets
1S5306J1
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted
$2L693,G67.62
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1943
2,254.540.00
Net Unpaid Losses
7,342.763.00
Unearned Premiums
903,860.89
All other Liabilities
3,000.000.00
Cash Capital
8.192,503.73
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,693,667.62

)

CITY OF NEW’ YORK INSURANCE tW
New York. New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1913
Stocks and Bonds
$1.950,409.0!L
Cash in Office and Bank
500,352 ' WC
Agents’ Balances
46,249.91
Interest and Rents
20,162.00
All other Assets
2,801.17
$5,519,975.12
Gross Assets
__ 30,684.59
Deduct items not admitted
Admitt. d
$57489.340.53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913
$ 614.644.00
Net Unpaid Losses .
1,828,665.00
Unearned Premiums
108,466.18
All other ^Liabilities
Cash Capital
1,500, OOo.00
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Mrs.

Social Matters

1st Circle will meet tins
Mrs. Maude Carleton.

he Courier-Gazette

•iifbe P2 Club meets Friday
Mrs. Bernard Thompson and
th Universalist vestry, daughter Elaine are spendin ga few
m
- rf the Rockland weeks in North Weymouth. Mass.
Women's Club as special v here they are guests of Mrs
”Juvenile Delinquency” will 7 hempsen’s sister. Mrs. Thompson ,
jji * of the talk by Harri- •.’.ill visit her husband who is at- ,
. f.' Gi' i nieaf, state commission- tending quartermaster’s school in
. <‘
Sub- ’ ewport. R. I.
of the health and
i of the Municipal
Mrs. Charles A. Babbidge and litv .' . : c> .i.mittee are invited to 1 'te-son. Charles, of Stamford, Conn.
j nd tii,.- meeting, and others in- ' 1 ave arrived to spend the Spring
he vvekome. Hostesses j and Summer with the latter’s
...
. Sueha Sheldon, Mrs. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Adel
■ h Mr Ellen Hemp- bert L Babbidge, Lake avenue.
A.:> Millie Thomas, Mrs.
M Mary Perry Rich, J Sonia Merle Dobbins, daughter of
. ieeper, Mrs. Ma- Ensign and Mrs. Merle Dobbins,
i Mr Mary Smith, Mrs celebrated her seventh birthday
uhne H Saturday afternoon at her home on
: Limerock street. The table was
i decorated with Easter attractions,
i.
I': I Col amore will entere- games were played, and pictures
hl’A Ciub Wednesday after- were taken. Sonia received many
tiouie on Camden road. gifts and there were cards from
friends who were unable to^attend.
I Mima Gray arrived here Guests were: Barbara Whitehill,
i fn m Battle Creek, Michi- Eoiward Sleeper, ^Barbara Jean
■ 'A< cl. in the course of Jea nMarsh, Anne Tracy, Dougias
n: will fullfill an important Stone. Austin Sylvester, Marie
j'.'i ment.
lewis , Mary Anne Lufkin and
Donna and Jerry Sylvester. Prizes
1 io King of the Maine were won by Edward Sleeper, Bar1
Mini) (?. New York will be bara Marsh and Donna Silvester.
tiuxlay afternoon, April Mrs. Dobbins was assisted iiy Laura
tin ap irtment of Miss (
A. Mank.
iJj i n, a former presi- i
Club, 333 East 43rd,
Read The Ooiiner-flazPtt<»
. a York City, with Miss
(
l. l*;i ident presiding.!
I
y • served.
I

I l ire Insurance Co.
tford, Connecticut

STS DEC. 31. 114}
. $3,259,664.41
,’ns
607,155.9#
15.ooo.on
>ntls ’ ' .
118.651.314.70
. aml Bank . . 16.810,262.96
,rr.
. 7,681.870.20
lie' ' ...
171,145.58
Lents . . . .
326.754.94
•ts . . . . .
187,174.06

.et
$147.743.34 2Jpi
not admitted
64 5 25 7.
$147,098,084.87

A

ITIES DEC. 31. 1943
xissea
. $9,060,008.28
nii'ini/ . . . 4 1.991,105.M)
lilities .... 19.046,970.99
I 2,000.000.00
III Liabilities
65.IMM).OOO.0(l
esand Surplu- $147,098,084.87
_____ 21-T-25
iN AUTOMOBILE FIRE
\SI RANCE CO.
I. Luu's. Missouri
SETS DEC. 31. 1913
i 592,681.49
and Hank
1.136.163.28
Ces
988,419.41
,e '
2.184.35
tents
12,195.84
22,590.00
$63)54,144.37
nut admitted
39,207.40
$6,023,93^*7

JL

1.1 I II S PEC. 31. 1913

miums
l.ilili. ,

all liabilities
- .mil Surplus

$ 434.741 O’2,501,600.33
639,359.09
600,090.00
_1,845.237.511
$6,023,936.97

I.IANCE INS! RANGE
V OF PHILADELPHIA
rlphia, Pennslyvania
I I S DEC. 31, 1913
$ 159,291.98
32,771.63
3.784,48::.39
286,236.29
215,287.8 I
5.617.24
210.018.89
S 1.693,713.26
74.694.71
$ L619,018..55
I. 1913
J 278,958.00
1.1)65.985.16
167,109 57
1 000,01 .'Ji
I'"' ' ' '**
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. t Saturday afternoon.1
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Johnson received
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TOMOBII E INS. CO. OF
ARTFORO. CONN.
SETS DEC. 31, 1943
$
54,27‘F
ins
6,383
.ck; i Rook Value > 30.399.602
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»

$37,451,997

net admitted

998,136

$36,453,860
II.ITIES DEC. 31. 1943
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Wednesday-Thursday
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GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
375 Main St.,

Rockland
25T27

tted

Motion Picture Industry
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GIVE MORE IN ’44
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Ml LIGHT IN THE WINDOW
| For The Courier Gazette j

GEMS
IFYar The Courier-Gazette)
Just as one hides her treasures here
and there,
Le-t robbeis entering, may take them
all.
Sc Maine has countless Jewels tucked
away
Amid protecting forests, dense and
tall.
The sun discovers spaikllng diamonds,
Opals apperr in path cf cool moon
light.
A topaz, amethyst or ruby, gleams.
Revealed by sunset rays a dazzling
sight.
The soaring eagle knows their hiding
place.
The lonesome loon announces where
they are,
Thcugh
man. the great disturber,
seeks them out.
He cannot take them, no** deface
them, nor scar.
Their Lamour is enhanced by passing
time.
The memo.y of such beauty will re
main
«.
Within the hearts of all who once
have seen
By lucky chance, the inland lakes of
Maine.
Mabie Rogers Holt
Portland.

THE HARPIST
(Dedicated ta Grace Lenfest)

GILBERTS

3. .93 17
•9.09:

r, r

No light
Dear son. w >s e'er more brightly kept
Than those which mothers watch
Though blinded by the tears they've
wept
When sons go off to war.
No light
Can shine from homes tonight
I’t r war is grim and drear;
And blackouts guard from forman's
sight
Our flee* and homeland dear.
Nt- light?
Ah son! a taper, tall and white.
Glows in the altar of my heart
Before the niche where, ever bright,
Is g.uved my picture and thy name.
' No light!
Dear son. all love Is light.
And “God Is Love" who sent His Son
To be “The Way" from sin's sad
night
To life's eternal day.
Helen Morithew Sprague
It. E. D 2, Farmington
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EDMUND T. SPEAR
Edmund W. Spear, a lifelong
THE LYRIC MUSE
resident of Rockport, died March
23 at the home cf his son. Wal
lace E. Spear in Nobietjcro.
Mr. Spear was bom in Rockport,
Aug. 10, 1858. son cf James and
Ccmelia < Cooper) Spear. His en
tire life was- spent in Rc-dcport, the
town he looed, except fcr the last
Publication Limited, to Brief
eight
years which he hod spent
Poems
wirh
his
son. He was a carpenter
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
by trade and dur.ng the shipbuild
ing boom in Rock port and Cam
den finished the cabins on most of
MOTHER, I'M COMING HOME
the beats built. His later years he
I'm coming home to you. Mother,
worked .as carpenter for E. L.
Kerne to the one X lo\e.
Ai I ttbl acres* the octm
Spear & Co. cf Rockland.
Blue skies appear above.
He was married in 1887 to Mary
Many months have passed away
Since we have been apart;
Louise
Thorndike who died Oct. 12,
The roads have been hard to travel—
Up hill from the start.
1933 From this union four chil
I m leaving lots of my buddies
dren were bern, three of whom
Somewhere over there.
survive, the son and two daugh
They. too. think of their mothers—
Mothers, everywhere.
ters, Mrs. Terrell Shrader of
Some dry they ’.1 be coming home
Miami, Fla., and Yrs- Ccmelia Mc
P,a k to their loved ones too,
But they never Will give up the ship
Donald cf Grotcn, Conn. Also to
Ti.; Hitler and Tojo are through.
mourn his less are 16 grandchil
Some of us had to leave our post
The reason you know too well.
dren and 11 great grandchildren.
But we left ether lads back there
Funeral services were held at the
Who will give the enemy well—
So cheer up. Mother dear—
Russell
Funeral Parlors in Rock
You with your smiling face.
Always patient, courageous and true; port Saturday, Rev. Mr. Overman
You're a credit tv your race.
officiating. Eeartrs were Donald
The lines above were written some
G and Dana C. Cummings. Chester
where aX t a. by Pfc. Robert E. Hillg.ove of Rockland who lias been W. Donnell and Herbert L. Spear.
-.lipped home from New Zealand.
Burial was in the Amshury Hill
m *C
cemetery.

RF

The little harpiat plays on strings
WKh ringers light as angels* wings;
P ays tf a night long years ago
When wise men crossed the desert's
flow
And gay hosannas filled the air
Abate a lowly manger bate.
O’i lltt'e harpist sound your'string
Ar.d to our hearts your music bring;
P!ay cn your harp wi-th spirit gay
And lead us cn far. far away
Ii.to your fair land there to dwell
And rest beneath your music's spell.
Maurice P. Hili

Rubinstein guest night with
juniors participating, was a distinct
success. A detailed report wiil ap
pear in Friday’s issue of The Cou
rier-Gazette.

Miss Annie Mae fehodes was the
weekend guest cf Mr. and Mrs. Gor
don , Scruton, South Portland, re
cently. Miss Helen Fisher, former
Rockland teacher, was a visitor at
the Scruton apartment Saturday
afternoon.

The engagement of Miss Joan
Merrill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester S. Merrill of Nowtonville,
Mass., and James A. Brickett, Jr..
Ensign, U. S. Naval Air Corps, son
cf Mr. and Mrs. Brickett, also of
Newtonville, Mass., is announced
Miss Merrill, niece cf Elmer C. Da
vis cf Rockland, graduated from
Katharine Gibbs School and at
tended American University
in
Washington, D. C. Ensign Brickett
attended Wesleyan University and
Tufts College. He is on active duty
in the Pacific. Miss Merrill has
been a frequent visitor in Rockland.
Miss Annie Mae Rhodes enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dean
at a birthday supper in honor ol
Mrs. Dean, Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barries, 3
Washburn street, Bath, have an
nounced the engagement cf their
daughter. Shirley M. Barnes, iprmerly of St. George, to Donald B.
Andrews, 100 Union street, Ba,th.
Miss Barnes graduated from Morse
High School in 1943 and is now em
ployed as bookkeeper in Senter’s,
Inc. Mr. Andreows is employed in
the Bath Iron Works Corp., but
leaves soon for duty with the armed
forces.
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.ANOTHER GREAT
DOUBLE HIT PROGRAM
HIT NO. 1

' 8

801
606
195 63

WHEN SEEKING THE BEST
in COFFEE or FLOUR
ALWAYS INSIST ON

LA TOURAINE and NORMAN R

681 66
. H

<l.l\ 1 IKE INSl'RANC F. CO.
ad.dphia. 1’cnn.,} Ivania
58ETS DEC. 31, 1943
dulids
S19.R.58 701.87
ice and Ila
1.757 731.76
inces
111 073.43
Renta
8 3 799.72
-•seta
167.55
$J1,82S 474.33
admitted
135 >96.71
$21,693 667.62
UL1TIES DEC.
1913
Losses
2,254 540.00
emium,
7,342 763.00
iabilities
903 860.89
S.ooti 000.00
ail Liabilities
8.192 503.73
tits and Surplus $21,693 667.62
EW YORK INS! RANCE

TASK FORCE
I \TEST NEWS
SHOWS: 2.00, 6J5. 8.33

$6.48»,i4

IL1TIES DEC. 31 1943
Losses
$ 514.64
remiums
1.828,64
tabi.it tea
108.41
1,500,01

* • ♦ *

An exceedingly stout gentleman
making a personal application to
Sir Francis Burdett, seemed sur
prised that the nobleman did not
knew him.
“Why, I was at one time a page
in ycur house, sir!” the man ex
claimed.
“Ah.” said Sir Francis, "but you
have beertne a volume since then.”
• • • •
Wright Field has completed a
wind tunnel able to generate winds
of more than 600 m. p. h. at 67 be
low zero temperature. This is for
tests of bomber and fighter planes
at Wright field only
• • • •
For years Bowdoin College has
had much tirr.berlands in its name
in this State. Recently the Great
Northern Paper Co. lias taken over
400 acres and paid to Bowdoin
$25,003 for tl^is purchase.

» ♦ » »
Dried Bean (Cutlets
Press three cups cocked, dried
lima beans through a coarse sieve
or a food mill. Mix with one cup
whcle-wheat bread crumibs, three
eggs, well beaten; three tablespoons
melted fat, one tablespoon catsup,
one-half teaspoon sage, one tea
spoon sait, and one-quarter tea
spoon pepper. Mix thoroughly and
shape into rolls about two and a
half inches long and one inch
thick Roll in fine bread crumbs
and then dip in egg and roll in
bread crumbs again. Suate in fat
until golden brown, about twenty
minutes. Serve with a tomato
gravy made with bouillon cubes.
Garnish with chopped parsley,
Yield: Six servings.
• • • •
Miami is having a botlt with a
dead whale returning to her beach.
The whale is supposed to have been
taken for a sub and shot, then
drifted ashore. The Coast Guard
craft towed its 40-ton hulk out to
sea as far away as they thought it
would be necessary. However back
it came.

* * * ♦

Someone has suggested' a Rumage
Column, second-hand thoughts in
other words. In fact yours fcr the
reading. Here is one thought, “Evil
has its hour, but God has his day.”

♦ » • •

For men:—<In elevators).
‘‘Please keep your hat upon your
head,
“The space is very scant.
“We kne-w you’d like to doff your
lid.
“But here you simply can’t.”
• • • •
Deere have become destructiv
in New Zealand that the Govern
ment has taken the need of killing
them into their hands and thus a
large amount-of food is at htnd
ready for those who wish and need
it.
<
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HIT NO. 2
SUPER SPY
ON RADIO BERLIN
STIRRING ADVENTURE DRAMA

1 \ST TIMLS TODAY
“SONG OF RI SSI A”
It. TAYLOR, S. PI TERS

Sold by all
independent retailers

« • • •

DISTRIBUTED BY

Tel.

892
ROCKLAND

PLUS LATEST NEWS

JOHN BIRD CO. ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Gideons Were Here

|
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Sadly In Arrears

Rotarians. Liens and Kiwanians.
Gideons, the organization ef Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
and their guests, numbering 114 Christian traveling men and other
About March 1, the Kncx Coungathered Friday noon in the main n;eu of business, were in Knox
dining room at tht Hotel Rockland County for a rally ever the weeek- ty Red Cress began its 'yearly War
Fund campaign, with a goal cf
to hear Elisabeth May Craig of ™d. Their first meeting was for
$26,300. It is no wthe 24th. and
Washington, who contributes a supper at the Thorndike Hotei
we have probably $8000 collected
daily column to the Gannetfs Saturday night, with 31 Gideons
and in sight. We will never suc
newspaper.
'and quests in attendance.
ceed.
at that rate. Tco many peo
,
x , ..
' Sunday morning, members occuMrs. Craig, the guest of Mr. and
. .
, ple. with cash to sppre, are con
„
°
„ .. , ip;« d the pulpits of Methodist and
Mrs. E. Carl Moran, definitely
,IB: uti.-.t Churches
.
.
,
in
Camden, tenting themselves by giving $1 or
•captured” all three cf Rocklands
■
,
. Methodist and Baptist in Rcck- less.
toe srvice clubs, and their guests.
C(mgr<gational
Methodist
What is to be done with the
to tne last man.
.
p;Mt Bapti$t in Ro-kland; Bap- money? The National Red Cross
“Washington is the hei^t of the t,st Jn Tenant.g Harbor; Baptist is collecting blood, which recalls
World, and with will and integrity. cnd Maine state Prisc.n in Thom- dying American lad's to life. It
the United States can dominate the asten; Methodist and Nazarene in gives them small comforts, like cof
nations,” Mis. Craig asserted, in Union; and Congregational and fee and doughnuts, on the very
edge of the 'oattle. It furnishes
in opening her interesting, to
Baptist Jn Warren
point, informal talk.
! 'Testaments and Bibles, most of American hospitality to hcmesick
Mrs. Craig said, “I consider my- them for use in the armed forces boys beyond the seas. It keeps
self the luckiest newsperson in in this section, were dedicated at , them in touch with their families,
Washington, for I can go most any ' service held Sunday afterncon in and assists their dependent wives,
place, while most of the correspond- the First Baptist Church of ftcck- j children and parents in sickness and
ents are very much restricted to ; nd, Bernard Dunning of Limerick, I trouble. If they are in the hands
specific lines, such as the coverage state president, in charge. The of cur enemies as prisoners, ib
oi cne department of the govern- . Lrvtce epened with hymn singing 1 gives them a special package of
ment only.” During her talk Mrs. jpcj by Charles W .Campbell of Chi- concentrated (Dod.j once a week,
Craig referred to the Barcley inci- f-go, with Miss Charlotte Cook, or- that they may not sicken and
starve cn meager diet.
dent, saying that it brought the ganist and Mrs. Nellie A. Magune
!
Democrats closer together than at the piano, and there was a spec- "What will be done with our little
ever; told of the building of the jai musical number by the 13 Gid- share, in Knox County? We will
Jefferscn Memorial and the Penta- , ,,ns present. This was followed by m,.k» thousands anti thousands of
gon Building and said that if Mr. each Gideon giving a verse of surgical dressings, to bind up shat
Rccsevelt1 decides to run for another Scripture, and then there were ad- tered bodies. We will make other
term, lie will, in her opinion, be thes es by Hazen MacDonald of thousands of clothes, to cover the
naked, stripped cf decent covering
elected. “Alter twelve long years Boston, and Roy A. Washbon, interby
the brutal hands of war. We
of such a strenuous job, I'd think national trustee, also of Boston.
‘
will
provide trained women to tend
he would decide he’r had enough,”, Others peresnt were; Ebner B.
our cwn sick in cur cwn hospital.
the speaker declared positively, Rowe, State vice president and
We will answer hundreds of mes»-but I think FranlAin D. Roosevelt. president cf the Banger camp; Ed: ages, which will reassure the ab
really feels that he is the cnly man w..rd F Craig cf Orono, State Bible
sent, cr incite war leaders to let
whose leadership can end the war m i 'tary; Franz Anderson and John
I tlie bereaved or anxious visit home.
and make the peace.”
Ayer cf Bangor; Fied Averill and , In financial distress, in exjieni ive
Joseph W. Robinson, president of William J. Ma 'Kerron of Boston; I illness, or just plain trouble, we will
the Rotary Club, conducted the Francis M. Parkhurst and B. P, aid and succor the loved cnes of
meeting. He introduced Mrs. Moran Cline of Pcrtland; Elmer fcmnh ct , Knox County service men.
Lawrence Dandeneau. King Lion Lewiston and G. Carl Cassens,
Never shall we admit the pos
Alan Grossman, president Kiwanis state treasurer and chaplain of the
sibility of failure to raise our Knox
Club. Group singing led by Lion i^il camp; Hedley V. Tweedie,
County share. But a good soldier
Howard Crcckett, with Kiwanian president of the local camp, and
always looks to his line cf retreat,
Arthur Lamb at the piano, included Maurice R. Snow, .member of the
even with the edda cn his side.
Sweet Genevieve,” requested by ; Rockland camp. Other members of Therefore, the Knox County Red
Mrs. Craig.
! the Rockland camp are: Ralph P.
Cross, 447 Main Street. Rc; kland,
Mrs. Craig was Introduced by Ccnant and Jc.cpii W. Robinson, calls upon your readers for sug
Rctarian E. Carl Moran who said treasurer of,the local camp. Two gestions. If we raise the whole
that there is always need in democ- members of the Rcckland camp are I quota, it still won t meet the
racy of an informed public, and who in the service: Roger F. Conant and ' needs. If we fail, something must
praised the speaker for her intell- i Kenneth A. Hooper,
I be dropped. The Red Cress asks for
ectual integrity. Those having a
Gideons International was started ! suggestions, then, as to which aopart Jn the brief open forum were, jn a^wnall town in Wisconsin in i tivities may be dropped, and in
Alan Grossman, Joseph W. Robin- 1928 and has furnished thousands , what order. If National has to cut
son, Nathan Berliawsky, and Rev. Cf testament-, and Bibles for hotels down cn its work; if Knox Coun
John S. Lcwe.
, ar.d to persons in all branches of ty has to reduce its scale of ac
Mr. Wettengel. manager cf tbe,Rie armed service?. There are lour tivities; there will be sorrow and
hotel, presented Mrs. Craig and Mrs. camps in Maine : Portland, Water- : suffering. In that case, it will
Moran with corsages. Immediately j ville> Bangor and Rockland.
I strengthen cur hand to refer to
following the excellent luncheon; -------- — ..
. - .— ■ —.. .... . . i the results of this poll, and to call
the spirited.singing;• talk from -In- ..nd Gilbert Harmon of Camden; public opinion to witness. List your
side Washington” by such a dis- James M. Achescn cf Augusta and suggestions in order, please.
tinguished newswoman, 2nd brief e. K. Leighton of Waterville.
Keryn ap Rice, Chairman
period of reception, Mrs. Craig was ----------------------------- *-----------------hurried away to Rockland's Air
Station, to.board a plane fcr Pcrt
land.
Guests present included Lloyd F.
Crockett of Ncrth Haven, Lincoln
McRae, Nathan Berliawsky, tir. II.
J. Weisman, Walter H. Spear, Al
fred C. Hocking, Elisha W. Pike,
Elanchard B, Smith. William D.
Talbot, James A. Mocre, Donald
MAKES EVERY CUPATREAT?
Leach, Keith Goldsmith, Fred C.
THE MELLOW TEA IN THE YELLOW PACKAGE
Black. Edward R. Veazie, Fred C.
ON YOUR GROCERS* SHELVES • •••tj
QR»H6£
Gatcomb, and R. S. Sherman. Visit
DELANO. POTTER & CO-mC.,flO5TQH,MASS.
ing Rotarians were: Harry I Murray

♦ * ♦ •

It can’t be done, according to the
editor of the Brunswick Record
columnist who suggests the short
age of paper having reached into
all the varieties of tissue handker
chiefs. One is put to it for protec
tion. You can’t just wipe a sere
nose on an old copy of the Saturday
Evening Post.
• • • •
Hurrah for the good ship Nordica
Long maj’ she sing to the waves as
she dances pver the waters, and
may she some day meet the waves
with the “Emma Eames.”

Someone gives this advice. “Never
marry a widew unless her first hus
band was hanged.’’
• • * •
The only honest way fish is a
brain feed is the fact it digest#
easily therefore the stomach has
less werk to do and this helps the
brain as well as the stomach.
• • • •
An average of a little more than
three perent of Army personnel in
tfie United r,‘'.tes was off duty be
cause of : . .tcs or non-battle in
juries at ti . .5 in 1942.

<" York, New York

SSETS DEC. 31, 1943
Bunds
Bonds
$4,950,40
ice and Bank
600,35
ances
46.24
1 Renta
20.16
tssets
2.86
$5,519.97
not admitted
30.63

President Fillmore installed the
first bathtub in the White House in
1851 Think hew for ahead of the
White House was Montpelier. Gen.
Henry Kncx had his in 1793
• • • •
Twenty-five percent of the world’s
silver production is now being used
in parts cf airplanes

4 • • •

1 UH) \Y-S VH RD.U

- ------- . .

Members Of Local Service Christian Traveling Men Held Red Cross War Fund CamClubs Addressed By ElisaRally In Knox County
paign Falling By Wayside
beth May Craig
Over Week-End
In Knox County

# » » »
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A Joint Meeting

Rev. Charles Mitchell of Vinal
Too many persons are like the
haven was in Rockland yesterday. letter “B”—in debt when its not of
Browne Club will meet Friday any consequence ct necessary.

Miss Margaret Albee, R. N, on
night with Mrs. Donald L. Karl of
vacation from duties at Knox Hos
Granite
street.
pital. is visiting her parents, Capt
and Mrs. Leman A-bee in Ashville.
Thursday nght at 7.30 in the
Methodist Church vestry there will
Shakespeare Society's- annual be an exhibition of the Temperance
meeting wil! be at the Copper Ket work done in the Grades and
tle Saturday at 6 o’clock. Reserva Junior High schccls. rpensored by
tions may be made with. Mrs. the W C.T.U.. It will; include the
George A Wooster or Miss Ruth L. shewing of posters, done by 6th and
Regers.
5th grade children. MoLan School;
a medal speech contest by six grls
of
Junior High, reading cf priza
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
steond floor, 18 School street, Odd essays by Junior High students an^
Fellows Block. City, for Furs. Fur showing of a strip film "He Went
Parens and
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate Straight Home.”
prices.
9tf frends invited.

■^a——

The higher priced cigars now’ show’
a sales increase. Men like good
cigars if they are to have a longer
smoke, they say.

sale but in after months as

they give continued satisfac-'

tion to their wearers.

• First in Fashion.

® First in Quality.
• First in Solid Satisfaction.

LUCiENK. GREEN & SOM

[

FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
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He Defends F. D. R.

Sea Scout Meeting

Sydney Davis Points Fin Enlivened By Taking Full
Color Movies—Lieut.
ger of Criticism At Some
Gamache Instructs
Of His Predecessors
Pull color movies were taken at
Port Clyde, March 21.
the Sea Scout meeting held last
Editor of Tiy* Courier-Gazette :-rKindly grant me a little space tn week, “shots” being made of each
your paper, for the specific purpose of the three crews; of the color
of defending President Roosevelt.
During the past few years, and i guard and bugler, also of the Skip
especially in 1943 and 1944, I’ve, per ,J N Southard being piped over
heard much undue criticism of our the side, and Lieut, (j. g.) Gamache
President. In my estimation, some giving instruction in course plot
cf the critics are a jcke and I cuold
ting.
hardly term them otherwise
'
The best picture of the evening
I wonder just how many people
ore actually distressed, through the was taken as the entire ship’s com
pany sang. “Anchors Aweigh,”
leadership of Mr. Roosevelt?
with
Sonny Sleeper accompanying
It is true that through him many
on
the
piano accordian and Ken
social gains have been achieved.,
and our Navy built to a point sec Mignault on the trumpet. Other
pictures included: putting on life
ond to none.
Yes, our Navy is best of all, jacket. Sleeper and Woodward;
through the leadership of the so- showing log line to guests and an
called dictator. What a disgraceful individual portrait movie taken ot
t title to a leader who is governed by Skipper Southard.
a body of men and women, termed
Shots were made by William Rich
Congress of the United States? and James A. Moore,'both of the
Through this very leader, we have Knox Cuonty Camera Club. Lieut.
established friendly relations and Gamache gave instructions on use
hemispherical solidarity with other of the lead line and compass. He
Nations. This is a feat no other brought a small polerus and told
President can boast of.
how it was used to get a bow and
It is true that thQ very' man I’m beam bearing. He also gave several
upholding, packed the Supreme problems on changing from true
Court for which many Republicans course to compass course and
criticised. Personally I believe Ut showed how to correct for variation
was a wLse move and had the Presi and deviation.
dent appointed several more judges
Several mere code flags were made
it would have been better still. Had
at a special meeting during the
this been done the NJt.A. would
weekend and plans w’erc talked over
ft ill be functioning. Even though
for
a party and several cruises were
the Wagner Labor Act partially
planned for the Summer.
supplanted the first named agency,
nevertheless the N.RA. gave labor
tlves. and they were: Retain the
a break it had leng awaited.
bread
lines, put us on a dole, or draft
Between the time this agency was
i
Federal
works program. The last
ruled unconstitutional by the Su
preme Court and the passage of the was chosen, much to the disliking
Wagner Act, I know of factory of many Republicans.
Surely there was waste, due to
workers in this State, who were run'ack
of economy, efficiency, etc., but
nin ggjower machines for wages not
'.ocal
authorities were largely rein excess «f $5 a week.
ponslble.
Many Republicans, some of them
Right here in St. George we had
friends of mine, criticise the Presi
a
Republican board of Selectmen
dent for lack of preparedness and
say, “Had we been prepared, Japan which tried to get all it could from
wculd never have attacked us at ’he F ederal Government and from
my observation spent lt where it
Pearl Harbor.”
chose.
’
•
.
I wonder how many of these
They
reminded
me
of
Alf.
Lan-’
critics realize that our President
ion
who
ran
for
President
on
thp
asked for appropriations through
Republican
ticket.
He
was
one
of
Congress for the fortification o!
Guam and Wake Lslands? Did he ' he first of our Governors to go to
get them? No. a thousand times Washington after the election of
Mr. Rccsevelt to apply for a loan of
no.
Prom the best information I can 3509,000. Mr. Landon, like many
obtain, and this from the State ol ’ocal authorities, seemed to feel
Massachusetts, I understand tha! that Mr. Roosevelt was a santa
every Republican Congressman from Claus.
At the outset of this war I failed
that State voted against the Pa
to see the real significance of lt. but
cific outposts.
One Republican has stated that after Germany had overrun all of
Mr. Roosevelt knows nothing about the low countries in 49 days, and
foreign affairs and hasn’t the edu started an invasion of England, my
cation, etc. Personally I would yes were epened. At that time 1
term our President a diplomat o! witched from a policy of isolation
the highest magnitude, a gradu ism, like that of Senators Wheeler
ate of Groton and Harvard Col and Nye. to one of interventionism
ike that of President Roosevelt
lege. also Assistant Secretary of th
Navy, under President Wilson. 1 Many thanks to him for the De
would term him a pioneer in foreign stroyer and Lend-lease deals.
We have many selfish people
diplomacy. Like ex-Senator Wil
imeng
us who know nothing of self
liam Borah, Republican, of Idaho
denial,
and little do they realize
now deceased I believe in many of
hat
we
are in a total war and life
Mr Roosevelt’s policies
ind
death
struggle.
How many of us recall the dis
Life
goes
on the same with many
mantling of three new battleships
and
they
criticise
the President for
ready to slide down the ways when
not having all of the gasoline they
Mr. Harding was President?
Have we forgotten the Tcapo need for pleasure. This is sa all
Dome oil scandal Under Mr. Hard ndeed on the part of people who
ing? Can we recall how Mr. Hoov hould be lcyal in time of war.
The hearts of many so-called
er had the World War 1 soldier,
Americans
wculd be ’ softened
expelled from Washington wher
hould
wc
experience
a little bomb
they marched on the Capitol, de
ing
by
the
Axis
powers
manding the bonus actually due
'I often hear the remark: "This
them?
-var
could step today if thee monev
When President Roosevelt took
interests,
or Mr. Roosevelt, chase
office we had come to the crossroad
and he was faced with the situation o have it.”
My reply is this: Yes, w^ could
heretofore unknown
There wa
top
the war with a defeat for ourvery little work, wages were lew, and
elves.
We cculd surrender and
breadlines were common through
eave
around
5.090.000 men with
out the cities
•upplies
and
equipment
on foreign
In many places people were gath
soil.
What
an
accomplishment
for
ering food from garbage receptacles
the
Germans
and
Japs?
If
this
Mr. Roosevelt had three alternashould happen this good old U.S.A
would share the same fate as other
conquered Nations.
WHEN A COLD MAKES YOI
Don't be misled by pessimists and
Old Dealers, but place your faith
in our President. As Ccmmanderin-Chief of our armed forces, I be
lieve he will bring us out of chaos,
and Old Glory will continue to wave
o’er the land of the free and the
home of the brave.
Sydney H. Davis.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
RESPAMOI, is sooth
ing to {aspy, irri
tated throats...helps
relieve coughing
spasms due to colds
... aids in loosening
end bringing up
phlegm. No sugar ...
it’s safe for diabetics.
No narcotics .. . it’s non-habit-forming;
suitable for young and old.
Thke RKSPAMOL as directed on the
label, and if you don’t get prompt relief;
consult your physician.

A devotional meeting will be held
Sunday at 1.39 at the home ol
Hilma Niemi in Cushing.

1 come into industry and take the which I had inspected with my
■ place of men. unless we help them,’’ Naval Affairs subcommittee They
I said when speaking. “The war is ! were chosen by their plants to come
By Margaret Chase Smith
not over.
j to Washington and received awards
The end dees not appear to be of merit from C E Wilson, ExecuWashington, March 22—It is not children, but w-e are advocating the near. These war-congested areas j tive Vice Chairman of the War
often that the women Members of child-caie centers from Lanham are carrying the burden for the rest Production Board. They were of
the House are “a bloc." We repre Act funds, which are strictly war of the country'. These community all ages, from a pretty young girl
sent different political parties, dif J community funds, because we feel facilities increase the productivity of 20, employed by a lumber mill
ferent sections of the country, and that this is a war need. Women i c-f war worker* and decrease ab on the West Coast, to a grandmother
cur constituencies are different. cannot seme in factories and else- senteeism and labor turn-over—the frem a Connecticut plant. I am
But we were united in going into ! where. taking the places of men at resulting greater production short always proud when I see how women
the House appropriations committee ; the front, unless there are suitable ens The war and each day the war of all kinds, old and young, clerical
to ask for more appropriations for places where they can leave their is shortened means the saving of and craft, have answered the call
1 untold lives and expense. Then we fcr war workers. I know that often
•
child care centers for chlildren of children.
war-worker motheis. Representa
In speaking on the Floor on this will be out of emergency and we can it Is not easy, the hours are long,
tive Norton, Democrat, cf New- appropriation, I said that on in economize, but not when it comes and often there is exposure and
| heavy work that the good wages
Jersey, Representative Bolton. Re spection trips with my Naval Af to the care cf our children."
I was very much interested in a do not entirely pay for
publican, of Ohio, and I made fairs subcommittee, I had found
speeches on the Floor and were that taking care of a working recent lunchecn meeting of the Many Government officials, inable to defeat amendments to cut mother’s children is a gcod invest Women’s National Press dub, of ; eluding Secretary of Labor Perkins,
down the amount so low that no ment because she works better w-hen which Elisabeth May Craig, cor and Lady Halifax, wife of the Brit
new centers could be set up and the she knows they are taken care cf, respondent of Maine papers, is ish Ambassador, came to the
existing centers hardly able to the children are better kept off the president, when seven war working luncheon to honor the war workers.
function.
streets and juvenile delinquency ls wemen from all over the country They went to tea at the White
were honor guests. Some of them House later, and I went back to the
All of us want women to stay at lessened
“We cannot expect women to came from West Coast shipyards Capitol for a heated discussion on
home and take care of their own

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

an appropriation bill
In the course of asking the Navy
Department for news of the son of
a constituent, who was in the serv
ice, I found that in cases where a
man is lost, the Navy withholds
official notice cf death for a year,
hoping that by some chance the
man may have survived. I made
the inquiry because a family wrote
saying that nothing had been heard
from their son for many weeks,
and had received word from the
Navy that he w-as missing, pre
sumably that his ship was sunk.
At the office of the Secretary of the
Navy I was told that the young man
was on a submarine which was fired
on by the Japanese in the South
Pacific in January of 1943. From
all information received by the Navy
there was a terrific explosion, the
ship sank and there were no sur
vivors. The Navy lias written this
to the family.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

LAID WALLET DOWN
Mrs. Sargent Weed of Deer Isle
had an unfortunate experience
while shopping in Bangor, accord '
ing to the report made at police
headquarters by not keeping close
contact with her wallet. While
trying on a coat at a Bangor store
she laid down her wallet and when
she went to get it there was no
wallet. It contained $150 In money
and other articles of value to her.
The police are investigating.

Buy War Bonds and Stampa

If you need to

BUILDUP’
aeoBtooo!
Try thia great blood-iron tonlo—Lydia
Plnkham's TABLETS—one of the very
best home ways to get Iron Into the
blood. Plnlch&m's Tablets are also fa
mous to relieve symptoms of functional
monthly disturbances because of their
soothing effect on one of woman's most
important organs. Follow label direc
tions. Worfh trying.

SCOn FURRIERS HAS A DATE WITH YOU

Wednesday-Thursday, March 29-30~Two Days Only

CUTLER’S
Choose from Hundreds of Dependable, Glamorful

J

registered

Now's the time for women to take advantage!

Yea, SCOTT FURRIERS is coming to town with thouands

of dollars worth of SCOTT SUPER-BILT Fur Coats.

They are bringing with them the newest 1944

fashions , . . Come in and see for yourself and flnd out

why more women prefer Scott Furs than any other.

$179 $229 $249 $299
ALL FUR PRICES ARE TAX INCLUDED

USE THE

CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE
- SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COAT!

SCOTT UNIQUE
PAYMENT PLAN!
re

• MINK BLEND MUSKRATS
• SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS

• NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
• LET-OUT RACCOONS
• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS

4
Al

x-

J

• DYED SKUNKS
• NATURAL ASSEMBLED GREY PERSIANS
• SABLE BLEND OPOSSUMS

• SEAL DYED CONEYS
• BEAVER DYED CONEYS

• NATURAL SQUIRRELS
• BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

• PLATINUM DYED BOMBAY LAMBS

• SILVER DYED FOX GREATCOATS
• GREY DYED BOMBAY LAMBS

FREE STORAGE
ON ANY SCOTT SUPER

BILT FUR COAT
PURCHASED NOW!

NEW SPRING FURS
• SABLE DYED GIANT RUSSIAN TWIN
SQUIRRELS................................... $12.95 per skin

V

• GENUINE SILVER FOX PAIRS $99 a pair up

• NATURAL MINK SCARFS.............................
................................ $14.95 and up per skin

• GENUINE SILVER FOX JACKETS $199 & up

LIBERAL TRADE-IN

Other Furs $79 to $799

full price if you are not satisfied.

as
EiTiA

aasa
asrssnrsjrauii
8 is

A

• SILVER FOX TAIL CAPES . . $14.95 and up

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLP

C war an tea : Your druggist will refund

Makers or unguennne

Tuesday-Friday
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ALLOWANCE ON
YOUR OLD FUR COAT!
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